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Beverly Hills plans more WeHo expands electric bike program
cameras in city garages
n City Council bans

n Mayor Bosse calls for expedited installation

By Joey Waldinger
Of the 19 parking garages in
Beverly Hills, there are only five
without closed circuit TV cameras.
At the request of Mayor Lili
Bosse, city officials have devised
an expedited plan to equip the
remaining garages with CCTV,
speeding up the process by approximately two years.
Beverly Hills Police Department
Chief Mark Stainbrook and public
works director Shana Epstein presented the plan on Sept. 20 to install
the remaining cameras by
December 2023 instead of by 2025,
as previously anticipated.
Staff has already begun the first
phase of identifying as many as 33
locations where cameras will be
installed while the final design is
developed. Epstein said that this
first batch of cameras could be
installed as early as December.
For the second phase of the plan,
staff will prepare the design and bid
documents for all remaining structures as a multi-site project, Epstein
said. With this faster approach,
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Beverly Hills expects to have
CCTV cameras in all city parking
garages by December 2023.

Epstein expects the final design to
take three months, the bidding to
take four and construction to last
five or six months. She hopes all
cameras will be installed in the

See City page 22

construction of new
gas stations

By rance collins
An expansion of its electric bike
pilot initiatives is just one of a
series of recent moves to create a
green energy future by the West
Hollywood City Council. At the
Sept. 19 regular meeting, the
council agreed to direct city staff
to plan for the installation of ebike charging stations on the path
toward a permanent program. The
council also approved an amendment to its zoning code that will
prohibit new fossil fuel service
stations and additional fossil fuel
photo by Jon Viscott
pumps from being constructed
Councilwoman Lindsey Horvath participated in the launch of West
within city limits.
Long range planning manager Hollywood’s bike sharing program, part of the city’s green initiatives, on
for West Hollywood Francisco Aug. 30, 2016.
Contreras highlighted that one of
the city’s “core values is respect
for the environment, and the city city launched its Dockless Micro- porting a range of environmentalhas a strong record of developing mobility Pilot Program, allowing ly sustainable options to get
and instituting progressive and e-scooters and e-bikes from Bird, around the city and connect to the
forward-thinking environmental Lime and Wheels.
region at large,” Contreras said.
policies.”
“The
Dockless
Mobility “The city works regularly with
West Hollywood launched its Program is part of the city of West residents, businesses and the comfirst bike sharing pilot program in Hollywood’s efforts to expand its munity at large to develop innovaAugust 2016. In July 2021, the transportation network by supSee E-bike program page 21

City plans more tent removal as housing is built West Hollywood City Council

candidates offer perspectives

n Project on La Brea will

provide 49 units of
supportive housing

By rance collins

The West Hollywood City
Council has three positions open
in the Nov. 8 election. Twelve candidates, including three former
council members and Mayor
Lauren Meister, are vying for the
spots. In the weeks leading up to
the election, we will highlight
these prospective council members in the order in which they
respond to our inquiry.

By edWin folven
Concerns have resurfaced in the
Melrose
community
about
unhoused individuals staying in
tents on Willoughby Avenue, just
west of La Brea Avenue, as construction on a 49-unit supportive
housing building is ongoing just
feet away.
On Sept. 25, police responded to
reports of a disturbance at the site
between a man and woman staying
there, said Capt. Sonia Monico,
with the Los Angeles Police
Department’s Wilshire Division.
One of the individuals threw clothing and debris in the street, requiring the city to close Willoughby
Avenue briefly to clean up the area.
Monico said the two people left by
the time officers arrived, and they
were unable to locate them. In such
cases, police file a report and continue to monitor the area for further
disturbances, but none were reported, Monico added.
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Tents remain at Willoughby and La Brea avenues near a new project
under construction that will house homeless individuals.

Peter Nichols, co-founder of the
Melrose Action community advocacy organization, said the tents near
Willoughby and La Brea avenues
have long been a source of frustration for the community.
“It’s been an encampment for at
least five years, off and on,“ Nichols
said. “They come and clean it and
they disperse, and as soon as they

leave, they come back.”
Three tents remained on Sept. 27
along the south side of Willoughby
Avenue west of La Brea Avenue.
Alison Simard, a spokeswoman for
Councilman Paul Koretz, 5th
District, said the city has conducted
numerous cleanings at the site.
Prior to each operation, signs are
See Encampments page 22

John Duran
Attorney John Duran served on

the City Council from 20012020. If elected, Duran noted it
would be his final term with the
council, as he will have reached
the city’s term limits. Duran lost a
reelection bid in 2020, and he
said he feels the council has since
gone in the wrong direction.
“We successfully built a community that became one of the
most prosperous cities in
Southern California,” Duran said.
“But in the past two years, so
much of our handiwork has been
threatened. The current council’s

See Candidates page 21

Celebrating ‘Our People Our Places’

T

o commemorate our 76th year of publishing, the Beverly Press
and Park Labrea News bring you “Our People Our Places” in
today’s issue. With a nod to centennial celebrations and milestones, take note of columns by Zev Yaroslavsky, Chris Erskine and
Michael Krikorian, in addition to stories by our staff. We hope you
immerse yourself in the magazine and enjoy “Our People Our Places.”
Happy reading!
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Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse joined Deepak Chopra, a leader in integrative medicine and personal transformation.

Deepak Chopra returns for
wellness talk in Beverly Hills

Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse
last week welcomed Dr. Deepak
Chopra, a renowned pioneer in integrative medicine and personal transformation, to her Mayor’s Mental
Wellness Series.
The series features guests handpicked by Bosse who have inspired
her and changed lives with their
words of wisdom and action.
Chopra is the founder of The
Chopra Foundation, a nonprofit entity for research on well-being and

humanitarianism, and Chopra
Global, a health company at the
intersection of science and spirituality.
He is also a clinical professor of
family medicine and public health at
the University of California, San
Diego, and serves as a senior scientist with Gallup Organization.
He is the author of over 90 books
translated into over 43 languages,
including numerous New York
Times bestsellers.

WeHo supports four ballot measures
The West Hollywood City
Council on Sept. 19 adopted positions of support for four of the seven
state ballot initiatives on Nov. 8,
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including Proposition 1, Proposition
28, Proposition 30 and Proposition
31.
Proposition 1, if approved by voters, would amend the California
Constitution to prohibit the state
from enacting legislation or regulations that would deny or interfere
with an individual’s reproductive
freedom, which includes their fundamental right to choose to have an
abortion and their fundamental right
to choose or refuse contraceptives.
Proposition 28 is intended to supplement current school funding that
is governed by Proposition 98,
passed in 1988, which requires the
state to set aside funds for K-12 education from the General Fund and
property taxes. This proposition will
commit an additional 1% of general
funds for arts and music education in
public and charter schools.
Proposition 30 would increase the
tax on personal incomes above $2
million by 1.75% and dedicate the
revenue to zero-emission vehicle
subsidies; zero-emission vehicle
infrastructure, such as electric vehicle charging stations; and wildfire
suppression and prevention programs.
With Proposition 31, manufacturers of tobacco products, including
tobacco flavored products, are seeking to repeal a 2020 state law (SB
793, Chapter 34, Statutes of 2020)
that banned the retail sales of flavored tobacco products in California.
SB 793 was introduced by state Sen.
Jerry Hill (D-San Mateo) and was
approved by the Legislature and
signed into law by Gov.Gavin
Newsom. As the opponents were
able to qualify a referendum challenging SB 793, the law did not go
into effect. Thus, the voters will
decide on nov. 8 whether or not the
ban on the sales of flavored tobacco
products should stay or be repealed.
A Yes vote on Proposition 31 is a
vote to uphold the law and keep the
ban on the sale of flavored tobacco
products. In 2021, the city of West
Hollywood banned the sale of flavored tobacco products, For information, visit weho.org/legislative.

The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association welcomes Jamie xx and
Caribou on Friday, Sept. 30, at 7:30
p.m. at the Hollywood Bowl. In his
vivid,
kinetic
electronic dance
music, Jamie xx
seemingly incorporates the entire
history of British
dance music –
from disco and
northern soul to
hardcore and acid house – synthesized in a kaleidoscopic blend.
Performing as Caribou, Dan Snaith
makes untamable and constantly
surprising dance music. Gates open
at 5:30 p.m. Tickets start at $17.
2301 N. Highland Ave. hollywoodbowl.com.

‘A Great
Wilderness’

Rehearsal Room. Showtimes are
noon, 1:30, 3, 4:30, 6 and 7:30 p.m.
Tickets start at $25. 10745 Dickson
Court. (310)825-2101, cap.ucla.edu.

TAG Gallery

TAG Gallery invites the community
to the opening reception of a collaborative fall exhibition on Saturday,
Oct. 1, from 5-8 p.m. The creative
event will feature a curated selection of visual art, as well as wine,
refreshments and an opportunity to
mingle with the artists. The exhibition will highlight solo works by
Tom Wheeler, Gabby Anderman
and Shelly Lazarus, and an additional group show will also be on view.
The reception is free and open to the
public. 5458 Wilshire Blvd.
(310)829-9556, taggallery.net.

Classical pianist

Rogue Machine presents Samuel D.
Hunter’s “A Great Wilderness” running from Friday, Sept. 20, through
Monday, Oct. 31, at the Matrix
Theatre. Hunter navigates complex
terrain with his play on gay conversion therapy. In the production, Walt
has devoted his life to “curing” gay
teenage boys, but his previously
unwavering moral compass no
longer points one way. The play
asks how one finds their true north?
Showtimes are 8 p.m., Friday,
Saturday and Monday; 3 p.m.,
Sunday. Tickets are $45. 7657
Melrose Ave. (855)585-5185,
roguemachinetheatre.net.

Enjoy a performance by Venezuelan
pianist Gabriela Martinez on
Saturday, Oct. 1, at 7:30 p.m. at the
BroadStage. Martinez is known for
the lyricism of her playing, compelling interpretations and her elegant stage presence. She returns to
BroadStage with an evening of contemporary and
classical compositions from
Caroline Shaw,
Beethoven and
Heitor VillaLobos. Tickets
start at $40. 310
11th St.,
Santa Monica. (310)434 3200,
broadstage.org.

600 Highwaymen

Art exhibits

UCLA’s Center for the Art of
Performance
welcomes the
Obie Awardwinning experimental theater
duo
600
Highwaymen
presenting “A
Thousand Ways
(Part Three): An Assembly” on
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 1-2 and
22-23, in the Royce Hall’s

The Institute of Contemporary Art,
Los Angeles is holding “Rebecca
Morris: 2001-2022” and “My
Barbarian,” two exhibits running
from on Saturday, Oct. 1, through
Sunday, Jan. 15, 2023. “Rebecca
Morris: 2001-2022” is a 21-year
survey of Los Angeles-based
painter’s work. “My Barbarian” is
the West Coast presentation of the
Whitney Museum of American Art’s
survey of the performance group
comprised of Malik Gaines, Jade

Gordon and Alexandro Segade. A
discussion with Morris will be held
at 3 p.m. on Oct. 1, followed by a
reception from 4-6 p.m. 1717 E.
Seventh St., downtown.

‘All Femme Revue’

The
“L.A.
Woman
All
Femme Revue”
variety
show
will be held on
Sunday, Oct. 2,
at 7 p.m. at The
Virgil.
The
woman-created
show features an all-female cast,
with performers from Emmy-winning shows and local stage productions. Tickets start at $20.
eventbrite.com/e/la-woman-allfemme-revue-tickets-77577509419.

All Saints BH
concert series

All Saints Episcopal Church in
Beverly Hills presents its concert
series on Sundays, Oct. 2, Oct. 16,
Nov. 6 and Nov. 20, and Dec. 4 and
Dec. 18, at 5 p.m. The series begins
on Oct. 2 with a celebration of the
Platinum Jubilee of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II. The Oct. 16
concert is dedicated to German
romantic trios, and the Nov. 6 performance is titled “Choral Evensong
for All Saints’ Sunday.” The Dec. 4
concert is “An Advent Festival of
Lessons and Carols,” followed by
“A Christmas Festival of Nine
Lessons and Carols” on Dec 18. 504
N. Camden Drive. (310)275-0123,
allsaintsbh.org.

PianoSpheres

PianoSpheres is holding a performance by Mari Kawamura on
Tuesday, Oct. 4, at 8 p.m. in the
Colburn School’s Thayer Hall. The
concert will include works by
Katharina Rosenberger, Toru
Takemitsu, Sasha Sound, William
Duckworth, Michael Finnissy,
Iannis Xenakis and Karen Tanaka.
Tickets are $25. 200 S. Grand Ave.
pianospheres.org.

Beverly Hills pays tribute to Mahsa Amini

To honor the life and legacy of an
Iranian woman murdered in a horrific act of violence, beginning this
Thursday evening and through the
weekend Beverly Hills City Hall will
be illuminated with the message
“Justice for Mahsa Amini.”
22-year-old Mahsa Amini died
earlier this month in the custody of
Iran’s “morality police” who enforce
the strict hijab rules of the country.
The rules mandate covered hair and
loose-fitting robes for women. It is
believed that Amini was taken into

custody and severely beaten by the
officers – she later fell into a coma
and died.
“What happened to Mahsa Amini
is a disgusting, heinous act that is
inhumane and unbearable to comprehend,” Beverly Hills Mayor Lili
Bosse said. “The Beverly Hills City
Council strongly condemns this evil,
cruel and barbaric act and strongly
supports that all women deserve to
live a life without repression, brutal
violence and restrictions on their
basic human rights.”

Shortly after Amini’s death at the
Beverly Hills City Council meeting
of Sept. 20, Bosse opened the meeting with comments followed by a
moment of silence and all council
members expressed united outrage
over this criminal act.
Many Iranian women are removing their veils in protest of the longstanding rules while international
human rights organizations are calling for a criminal investigation into
her death. City Hall will be lit from
the evening of Sept. 29-Oct. 2.
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Beverly Hills awards $1.37 million for warning sirens

n System will warn

about natural and
man-made disasters

By Joey Waldinger
Next month, Beverly Hills engineers will begin preliminary work
on a city wide siren system that will
warn residents of pending disasters,
engineering services manager
Samer Elayyan said.
Construction company Syblon
Reid on Sept. 20 was awarded a
$1.37 million contract to install 12
sirens across the city that will blare
in the event of a fire, earthquake,
terrorist attack or other man-made
and natural disaster.
Director of public works Shana
Epstein added that the idea to install

Beverly Hills
supports
Israeli medical
organization
More than 800 people gathered
together in support of Israel’s premier
fully volunteer emergency medical
service organization. The event, held
Sept. 19 at the Beverly Hilton Hotel,
was headlined by Keynote Speaker
David Friedman, former U.S. ambassador to Israel, and Dr. Miriam
Adelson, both of whom have been
big supporters of the organization.
Among the crowd were close to
300 young professionals under the
age of 35 who attended the third
annual gala held by Friends of United
Hatzalah in support of the work done
by the organization’s network of
6,200 emergency medical volunteers
in Israel. Supporters made donations
to the organization that totaled $12
million which will go to purchase
new vehicles and medical equipment,
as well as train additional volunteers,
all in support of the lifesaving efforts
of the organization that provides all
its services to the people of Israel,
without regard to race, religion or
nationality, free of charge.
Liraz Charhi, the star of the hit TV
series “Teheran,” emceed the event
and gave a rousing performance.
Other guests during the event included Jay Leno and Rick Caruso and former U.S. Ambassador to the EU
Gordon Sondland. Volunteers from
the organization spoke to the crowd
about the organization’s ongoing
activities inside Ukraine to provide
medical care and humanitarian aid to
the war-torn country, in addition to
the daily activities of the volunteers
in Israel.
President and Founder of United
Hatzalah Beer spoke about the overwhelming sense of dedication and
commitment that he felt from the
community which permeated the
evening.
“The continuing support that we
have seen here from people in Los
Angeles and the southern California
community is incredible,” Beer said.
“Two and a half years ago, our gala
here was the last major event before
COVID-19 broke out. So much has
changed, but one thing that hasn’t
changed is how truly dedicated people here are to support the mission of
saving lives both here and in Israel. I
want to thank everyone who came
out and showed their support by
becoming partners with us in our lifesaving mission.

the sirens did not stem from any
particular incident, but was instead
part of a concerted effort by the city
to communicate with residents in
times of peril.
“The City Council just wants to
ensure we have every means to
really notify the community [in the
case of a disaster],” Epstein said.
“We can text, we can call, we
have a radio channel … They just
really wanted to make sure that
they explored all avenues to really
communicate with the public when
there’s an emergency and where to
go,” she said.
City staff will hold a pre-construction meeting next month to
discuss logistics including the project timeline and traffic mitigation,
but construction of the siren system
will not begin until all of the necessary materials are procured,
Elayyan said. It is not yet known
how long that will take, he added.
Epstein said that because of supply chain issues, it is hard to predict
exactly how long construction will
last.
According to the systems design,

which is subject to change during
construction, the sirens will be
spread across the entire city, with
half of them located north of Sunset
Boulevard and half of them located
south of it, Elayyan said.
The sirens, which will be controlled by the city’s Emergency
Response Services and Police
Department, will have different
tones for different disasters,
Elayyan said.
The sirens will mostly be used to
instruct residents to shelter in place
or evacuate, though officials can
use them to relay further instructions if necessary, Elayyan said.
Demonstrations were held in
December 2021 for residents to
hear the sirens and ensure they
wanted them in the city, and more
detailed trainings about how to
respond if they go off will be held
after they are installed, Epstein
said.
According to a Sept. 20 staff
report, an ongoing public information campaign will be initiated to
ensure that the message of the siren
tones is understood and people

photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

The city of Beverly Hills is installing 12 sirens to warn residents about
potential disasters.

know what action to take when they
hear a siren. Staff will also work
with surrounding cities and jurisdictions to ensure coordination
when the sirens are activated, the
staff report stated.
While some people who live
close to the sirens may hear them if
inside, they are mainly intended to
warn people who are outside of
their homes, Elayyan said.
“It’s like another layer of com-

munication,” he added.
A first round of bids was
scrapped during a July 12 meeting,
when the City Council determined
that all five bidders had made one
or more errors in their bids, according to the staff report.
After five new bids were submitted on Aug. 30, Syblon Reid was
determined to be “the lowest
responsive and responsible bidder,”
according to the staff report.

CHORAL EVENSONG

In Memoriam and Thanksgiving
for the Life of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

Sunday, October 2, 5:00 pm
All Saints Choir will sing:
William Walton, Set me as a seal
Richard Ayleward, Preces & Responses
George Dyson, Magnificat and Nunc dimittis in D
H. Balfour Gardiner, Evening Hymn
Charles H.H. Parry, I was glad
A Reception will follow • An offering will be taken

504 N. Camden Drive • Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(310) 275-0123 • www.allsaintsbh.org
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Fire quickly extinguished in BHPD arrests suspects in jewelry store burglary
Hancock Park condo building
By edwin folven

photo by Edwin Folven

A fire erupted on Sept. 25 in a unit in a 6-story condominium
building at 109 N. Sycamore Ave., at the intersection of First Street
in Hancock Park. Firefighters received a call at approximately 11:50
a.m. after residents saw smoke on the fourth floor. Approximately 40
firefighters arrived, located a small fire in one of the fourth-floor
units and extinguished the flames within 22 minutes of receiving the
initial call. No injuries were reported and the cause of the fire
remains under investigation.

Attorney general assumes
investigation involving Kuehl
The California Department of
Justice has assumed control over the
investigation into Los Angeles
County Supervisor Sheila Kuehl,
3rd District, regarding Metro contracts awarded to Peace Over
Violence, a nonprofit run by a friend
of Kuehl’s that offers services to victims of sexual and domestic violence.
California Attorney General Rob
Bonta announced on Sept. 20 that
the state Department of Justice took
control of the case from the Los
Angeles
County
Sheriff’s
Department, which on Sept. 14 raided Kuehl’s home and the residence
of Peace Over Violence founder
Patti Giggans, as well as offices at
Metro headquarters downtown.
Giggans is also a member of the Los
Angeles
County
Oversight
Commission, which has investigated
alleged gangs within the sheriff’s
department. Shortly after the raid at
her home, Kuehl said the investigation stems from her criticism of
Sheriff Alex Villanueva.
“Make no mistake. [The] search
warrant is not motivated by a desire
to get to the bottom of a Metro contract that dates from seven years ago.
The process by which this contract
was awarded never involved me
and, indeed, the first I knew of it was
an invite to a Metro press conference
announcing it. The basis of this
search was questionable and will be
investigated,” Kuehl said in a statement. “[The] storming of my home
by deputies with bulletproof vests
and tactical gear was an effort to
harass, intimidate and retaliate
against a public figure who has been
an outspoken critic of L.A. County
Sheriff Alex Villanueva. I am not the
only such critic, and other courageous county leaders have also been
the targets of this sheriff’s vindictiveness.”
Villanueva has said the investigation was launched based on a
whistleblower complaint about corruption involving Metro’s contract
with Peace Over Violence, and was
not retaliation against Kuehl. Bonta
said the Department of Justice
assumed the investigation because it
alleges pubic corruption. Under the
California
Constitution
and
Government Code, the attorney general has supervisorial authority over
the state’s sheriffs and when in the

public interest, has the authority to
take full charge of a criminal investigation if deemed necessary, Bonta
said.
“In recent days, the public unfolding of an unprecedented investigation has raised serious questions for
residents of Southern California and
beyond,” Bonta said in a statement.
“I recognize the deep uncertainty
this has engendered and, given the
unique circumstances, my team has
committed to taking over this investigative process. Make no mistake:
we are committed to a thorough, fair
and independent investigation that
will help restore confidence for the
people of our state. If there is wrongdoing by any party, we will bring it
to light.”
Bonta said at the sheriff’s department’s request, the Department of
Justice will also investigate claims
that county officials tipped off Kuehl
about the raids. Kuehl responded to
those claims via social media.
“Members of the sheriff’s department were already leaking to the
press long before [the raids]. In addition, the department had no legal
right to go through my texts on
either my county phone or personal
phone for information related to this
purported ‘leak.’” Kuehl said. “Even
the scope of the transparently retaliatory search warrant didn’t authorize
it. By doing so, the sheriff has compromised not only my personal privacy but the privacy of my staff, colleagues, friends and family. The
sheriff’s continued possession of my
laptop and phones makes it very difficult to perform my duties as a
supervisor, not to mention lacking
all information to contact family and
friends, as my personal phone and
laptop were also confiscated.
However, even without these indispensable devices, I will continue to
do all I can to keep the focus on the
real issues – seeing that the sheriff
takes steps to reduce deputyinvolved shootings [and] meaningfully addresses the existence of
known gangs in his department.”
Bonta ordered the sheriff’s department to turn over all information
gathered during its searches, and the
investigation is ongoing. The case is
separate from an ongoing civil rights
investigation into sheriff’s department’s policies and practices, Bonta
said.

The Beverly Hills Police
Department announced the arrests of
three male suspects on Sept. 21 in
connection with a smash-and-grab
burglary in March at a jewelry store
on South Beverly Drive.
Police identified two of the suspects as Deshon Bell, 20, of Long
Beach, and Jimmy Lee Vernon, 32,
of Gardena. The third suspect is a
juvenile who resides in Long Beach,
and police did not release his name
because he is a minor.
BHPD investigators and FBI
agents served search warrants at
three undisclosed locations in Long
Beach on Sept. 21 and arrested Bell
and the unnamed juvenile suspect.
Officers recovered a handgun and
high-capacity ammunition magazine
at the location where Bell was arrested, police said.
Vernon was taken into custody on
Sept. 21 in Barstow after a
California Highway Patrol officer
pulled him over. A judge previously
issued arrest warrants for the three
suspects, who are facing burglary
and conspiracy charges. Police said
evidence connecting the suspects to
the crime on South Beverly Drive
was recovered when the search war-

photo by Rance Collins

The suspects smashed a front window and burglarized the store at 203
S. Beverly Drive on March 22.

rants were served, but declined to
provide specifics.
A fourth suspect, Ladell Tharpe,
37, of Los Angeles, was already in
custody for an unrelated offense. He
is facing federal robbery charges in
connection with the crime on South
Beverly Drive.
The investigation is ongoing and

police are still searching for the additional suspects. Anyone with information is urged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125. Anonymous reports
can be made by text to TIP
BHPDAlert followed by the tip
information to 888777, and by calling Crime Stoppers at (800)2228477 or visiting lacrimestoppers.org.

Four arrested after home burglary in Beverly Hills
By edwin folven
Four men from the Inland
Empire were arrested on Sept. 25
after allegedly breaking into a
home in Beverly Hills.
At approximately 8:30 p.m.,
police received a call about an
attempted residential burglary in
the 600 block of North Roxbury
Drive. Officers arrived minutes
later and immediately located and
arrested one suspect. Authorities set
up a perimeter and searched the
area for approximately seven-anda-half hours until finding the additional three men hiding in the rear

Defendant
pleads guilty
to creating
loan scams

A Beverly Hills man pleaded
guilty on Sept. 22 to a federal criminal charge for fraudulently seeking
more than $6.7 million in COVIDrelated small business loans for at
least six fake companies.
Ramiro Da Rosa Mendes, 61,
pleaded guilty to one count of wire
fraud. According to his plea agreement, from April 2020 to August
2020, the defendant sought to
fraudulently obtain federal disaster
relief funds through the Paycheck
Protection Program and Economic
Injury Disaster Loan programs.
Mendes claimed to own numerous
fake businesses in Beverly Hills,
including One Wilshire Enterprises,
Professional Music Services, and
MB Property Management Group
LLC. The companies were fake
businesses, prosecutors said.
In his plea agreement, Mendes
admitted to submitting 19 applications for PPP and EIDL loans that
contained false and fraudulent
information. A sentencing hearing
Iis scheduled on Dec. 12.Mendes
faces 20 years in federal prison.

yards of nearby residences.
The suspects were identified as
Dontey Watkins, 24, and Russel
Foreman, 22, both from the city of
Rialto, and Damani Franklin, 19, a
resident of Moreno Valley. Police
also arrested Delontre Blaylock, 25,
who was described as a transient.
“Because of the vigilance of officers and the cooperation from our
residents, four dangerous repeat
offenders were taken off the streets
of Beverly Hills,” BHPD Chief
Mark Stainbrook said. “Let this be
a reminder to anyone thinking of
committing a crime in Beverly
Hills – we will catch you.”

The BHPD used K9 units and a
SWAT team during the search, and
were assisted by the Los Angeles,
Santa Monica, Culver City and
UCLA police departments, as well
as the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department’s Aero
Bureau.
Anyone with further information
is urged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125. Anonymous tips
can be made by texting BEVHILLSPD, followed by the tip information, to 888777. Tips can also be
reported to Crimestoppers at
(800)222-8477, and by visiting
crimestoppers.org.
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O’Farrell renews call for services at St. Vincent
n New push comes as

building is rented for
film production
By Joey Waldinger

For roughly two years, Los
Angeles City Council President Pro
Tempore Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District, has advocated to turn the
shuttered St. Vincent Medical
Center into a care center for people
experiencing homelessness.
After O’Farrell held a press conference in June to urge Dr. Patrick
Soon-Shiong – the billionaire
owner of St. Vincent – to turn the
building into an acute care center
for unhoused people, the Los
Angeles Times, which is owned by
Soon-Shiong, reported that he is
looking “forward to the opportunity to discuss this in-depth with
members of the City Council.”
With Soon-Shiong still refusing
to meet with O’Farrell while renting the building out for film shoots,
the councilman renewed his push
last week with an Instagram video
calling out Soon-Shiong for his
inaction.
“[Soon-Shiong] has proceeded to
stonewall us since making that
public statement, and we believe he
should be held accountable,”
O’Farrell said.
With space for 366 beds and a
nurse station on every floor,
O’Farrell said the building could
easily provide acute care for hundreds of unhoused people. City,
county and state officials are eager
to work with Soon-Shiong to fulfill
this vision, including by entering

Metro hosts
virtual meetings
on L.A. River
Path Project

The Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority invites the public to attend
virtual meetings on Sept. 29 and
Oct. 1 offering updates on the L.A.
River Path Project, which proposes
to bridge an eight-mile gap in the
L.A. River Path between Elysian
Valley, downtown Los Angeles and
Maywood through downtown L.A.
and the city of Vernon.
Closing the gap will make it easier to use the eight-mile biking and
walking path along the L.A. River
between Elysian Valley and Vernon,
Metro officials said. The overall
L.A. River Path will create a safe
and efficient active transportation
travel option connecting the San
Fernando Valley and Long Beach.
The project has received $365 million in funding from Measure M.
Meetings will be hosted via Zoom
and video recordings will be available afterward on the project’s website metro.net/projects/lariverpath.
Participants can ask questions and
share comments with staff at both
meetings.
The Sept. 29 meeting will be held
at 6 p.m. To register, visit
bit.ly/larpsept29 and use the meeting ID: 826 8465 3402. To join by
phone, call (877)853-5247. The Oct.
1 meeting will be held at 10 a.m. To
register, visit bit.ly/larpoct1 and use
the meeting ID: 870 7001 9266. To
join by phone, call (669)444-9171.
For information, call (213)4183422, or visit metro.net/projects/lariverpath.

into a long-term lease, O’Farrell
said.
He added that similar agreements
have worked in the past, noting that
the state paid Soon-Shiong approximately $30 million in 2020 to provide care for COVID-19 patients
for three months.
“I would not expect this to be
anything other than cost neutral for
him,” O’Farrell added.
But despite O’Farrell’s ongoing
public campaign and the support of
city and county officials, efforts to
bring Soon-Shiong to the table have
fallen flat.
In January 2020, O’Farrell introduced a motion to transform the
hospital, then on the verge of closure, into a facility providing
“wraparound services including
substance abuse assistance, rehabilitation services and interim/permanent housing on site.”
While this motion garnered significant public support, three
months later, at the onset of the
pandemic, the state decided to turn
it into a COVID-19 treatment facility instead.
After Soon-Shiong purchased the

building in April 2020, O’Farrell
continued to try and work out a
compromise.
He introduced a new motion in
September 2020 to coordinate
efforts between the city and SoonShiong to use the hospital for medical and mental health services,
according to a June 15 timeline on
O’Farrell’s Instagram page.
In June 2021, after almost a year
without a response from SoonShiong, O’Farrell requested a meeting with his team, and his staff
again tried to broker a meeting. But
still the councilman has been
unsuccessful.
While O’Farrell’s staff have been
communicating with officials from
Soon-Shiong’s foundation to set up
a meeting, “We haven’t been able to
break through beyond that,” he
said.
The medical center, meanwhile,
remains shuttered, rented out periodically for film shoots.
Philip Sokoloski, vice president
of integrated communications at
FilmLA, said the medical center
has been used three times for film
shoots over the past two months.
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Council President Pro Tempore Mitch O’Farrell has renewed calls for the
billionaire owner of the former St. Vincent Medical Center to turn the
facility into an acute care center for unhoused people.

The most recent production to be
filmed there was “Fatal Attraction”
by Paramount Television Studios,
which was shooting at the property
last week, Sokoloski said.
“He’s not a bad man,” O’Farrell
said of Soon-Shiong. “But what I
want is for him to realize that he

could play a large role, being the
city’s wealthiest person, … [and]
owning a newspaper that talks
about the homelessness crisis on a
daily basis.”
Emails to Soon-Shiong’s company NantWorks and to the Los
Angeles Times were not returned.
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On the Jewish day of repentance, a reminder of self-love
n Anita Moorjani to give her first speech to a Jewish temple on Yom Kippur
BY JOEY WALLDINGER
Anita Moorjani has delivered a
TedxTalk and appeared on “The Dr.
Oz Show,” but on Oct. 5, she will
do something new in her more than
10 years as an author and public
speaker.
At Beverly Hills Temple of the
Arts, Moorjani will share her story
with a synagogue audience for the
first time as part of the temple’s
programming for Yom Kippur, the
holiest day on the Jewish calendar.
“It would never have occurred to
me that the people of the Jewish
faith would be interested in my
story, … so it’s an honor that I was
invited by [Rabbi David Baron],”
she said.
Moorjani’s story is one of survival. In February 2006, Moorjani
was admitted to the hospital after
struggling with lymphoma for four
years, and was told by doctors that
she had hours to live.
She fell into a coma, underwent a
spiritual journey, and after waking
up, was cancer free within weeks,
she said.
Moorjani has parlayed this experience and everything it taught her
into a thriving career as a speaker

photo courtesy of Beverly Hills Temple of the Arts

On Yom Kippur, speaker and
author Anita Moorjani will bring
her sermon of self-love to Beverly
Hills Temple of the Arts, her first
time speaking at a Jewish temple.

and writer, preaching the values of
self-love and self-acceptance. It is
this message she will bring to the
Temple of the Arts on Yom Kippur,

Expert joins leadership at
Cedars-Sinai heart center
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center has
welcomed Dr. Martha Gulati, an
expert in preventive cardiology and
women’s heart disease, to the Smidt
Heart Institute as director of preventive cardiology, associate director of the Preventive and
Rehabilitative Cardiac Center and
associate director of the Barbra
Streisand Women’s Heart Center in
the Department of Cardiology.
Gulati is known for leading-edge
research and was recently named
president of the American Society
for Preventive Cardiology, a
national organization focused on
preventing heart disease, which is
the No. 1 cause of death worldwide.
“Martha is an innovative
researcher, passionate provider and
a change-maker in the field of
women’s heart disease and preventive,” said Dr. Christine M. Albert,
chair of the Department of
Cardiology in the Smidt Heart
Institute at Cedars-Sinai and the
Lee and Harold Kapelovitz
Distinguished Chair in Cardiology.
“In addition to her impact locally at
Cedars-Sinai, Martha and her team
will serve as a role model for a
future focused on cardiovascular
disease prevention at the earliest
intervention.”
Gulati is the principal investigator of the St. James Women Take
Heart Project, a study that examines cardiac risk factors in women
and sets standards for women’s fitness levels and heart health. Gulati
also is a co-investigator on the
Women’s Ischemia Syndrome
Evaluation, led by Dr. Noel Bairey
Merz, a pioneer in the field and
director of the Barbra Streisand
Women’s Heart Center in the Smidt
Heart Institute.
“Martha’s critical work in
women’s heart disease dovetails
with the longstanding commitment
of our team to address disparities
and gaps in cardiovascular care,”
Merz said. “We are eager to amplify her strong efforts both through
leading-edge research and patient
care.”
Gulati has published dozens of
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Dr. Martha Gulati will serve as
associate director of CedarsSinai’s programs treating and
researching heart disease.

articles in peer-reviewed publications. Ashe has received the
American College of Cardiology’s
Bernadine Healy Award, named for
the first woman director of the
National Institutes of Health, and
the Smidt Heart Institute’s Linda
Joy Pollin Women’s Heart
Leadership Award.
“I am honored to now work
alongside many of the internationally renowned leaders in every subspeciality of cardiology, especially
Dr. Bairey Merz, who has been a
colleague and mentor to me for
almost 20 years,” Gulati said. “I am
also eager to build programs to provide optimal primary and secondary cardiovascular disease prevention, helping patients reduce
their risk for heart disease and
reduce recurrent cardiac events.”
Prior to coming to Cedars-Sinai,
Gulati was a professor of medicine
and chief of the Division of
Cardiology at the University of
Arizona College of MedicinePhoenix.
For information, visit cedarssinai.org.

a day in which Jews fast while
repenting for the sins they’ve committed over the past year.
Moorjani was raised Hindu, a
religion in which followers continually atone for their actions and
think about how they could do better in order to achieve Nirvana.
But Moorjani’s coma left her
with a different viewpoint.
“I realized that before I had this
experience, I lived my life from a
place of fear of not being good
enough,” Moorjani said. “A fear of
coming back as a lesser being, a
fear of not attaining Nirvana.”
Her coma, however, taught her
that people are actually “supposed
to relax into our lives,” and that she
already is a good person and does
not need to act out of a fear of retribution to prove it.
“We can be good people from a
place of fear, like, ‘Oh, I’m scared
of the retribution and that’s why
I’m going to be nice to you,’”
Moorjani said. “Or, I can say, ‘I’m
going to be nice to you just because
I love you and I’m a nice person.’
The second one has more merit.
There’s no payback … other than
love itself.”
Moorjani did not disagree when

asked whether the good feeling
people get from doing selfless acts
is itself a form of “payback.” She
added the caveat, however, that the
payback is not fear but joy, which
the other person feels as well.
“You’re literally spreading joy,”
she said.
After being in the public eye for
so long, Moorjani remains motivated to keep sharing her story after
seeing how differently it resonates
with various audiences. It is the
reactions from her audiences that
push her into new creative directions, including writing children’s
books. She has co-authored two
since 2018, and hopes that these
books can teach kids the lessons
she learned.
“We live in a reality … that convinces people that they’re not good
enough, … that they have to be
scared of failing,” Moorjani said. “I
grew up like that, and I believe
that’s why I got so sick.”
Some have cast doubt on her
recovery.
According to a 2007 article in the
South China Morning Post, T.K.
Chan, an oncologist who treated
Moorjani when she was admitted to
the hospital, said that doctors
drained her lungs and administered
chemotherapy, which Moorjani had
refused for more than three years.
It is most likely these medical inter-

Cedars-Sinai seeks volunteers
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center is
seeking volunteers to provide companionship to patients, and to help
people find their way around the
medical center.
“We have an urgent need for
more volunteers,” said Michele
Prince, director of volunteer ser-

vices for Cedars-Sinai. “It’s a great
way to give back to your community and enhance your skills. And
there are so many ways to volunteer.
No matter your interests, skill set or
experience level, there is a volunteer role for you.”
Volunteers visit with patients,

ventions that saved her life, Chan
reportedly said.
In a Sept. 27 email, Moorjani
explained that she had initially
refused chemo after witnessing its
detrimental effects on other people
in her life. When she was “in the
final stages of death,” the doctors
were wary of administering chemo
because she was so weak, but
decided to anyway because they
had no other options, Moorjani
added.
Her tumors shrunk within days,
“and the doctors were baffled,” she
said, adding that she was having her
lungs drained regularly for about a
year leading up to the coma.
She claimed that Chan initially
said that her recovery was not possible through medicine alone, but
later “changed his story when interviewed by the press.”
Moorjani said that her ability to
describe what happened in the
room while she was under the coma
confounded doctors, and that the
experience gave her answers to
questions she had had her entire
life.
“I was aware of everything that
was happening around me, but I
was also aware of more. I was
aware of why I was here, and why
did I exist. And certain existential
questions that I always had seemed
to be answered in that state.”
help them eat and assist with tasks
that free nurses and other caregivers
to concentrate on patient care.
“We are looking for people who
want to enhance their lives and add
to their level of experience,” Prince
said. “Our volunteers find that they
learn more from patients and I get
back 10-times what they give.”
Apply online at cedars-sinai.org.
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Donation keeps Meals on Wheels feeding
seniors through Christmas

BY EDWIN FOLVEN

Homebound seniors citizens who
are clients of St. Vincent Meals on
Wheels in the 13th District will
have their food paid for through the
end of the year thanks to a
$261,000 donation by Los Angeles
City Council President Pro
Tempore Mitch O’Farrell.
O’Farrell presented a check on
Sept. 22 to administrators at St.
Vincent Meals on Wheels, located
at 2303 Miramar St., near the nowdefunct St. Vincent Medical Center.
The organization was started in
1977 by the late Sister Alice Marie
Quinn, a member of the Daughters
of Charity, which operated the medical center at the time. A dietician,
Quinn saw a need in the community among homebound seniors
unable to cook for themselves.
Today, St. Vincent Meals on Wheels
is an independent organization that
prepares and distributes more than 1
million meals each year.

“It’s been
really healthy
and good for me.
I really appreciate
what Meals on Wheels
does for us.”

Wilki Tom,
Meals on Wheels client

“I have always prioritized helping seniors, and I am proud to partner with St. Vincent Meals on
Wheels to provide more than
26,000 meals for seniors in my district,” O’Farrell said. “This lifesaving program allows our vulnerable
senior population to live in greater
comfort and dignity, and is more
important than ever as we emerge
from the pandemic.”
O’Farrell allocated the money
from his office’s discretionary
funds. The donation will cover the
cost of meals through Dec. 31 for
145 people living in his district.
St. Vincent Meals on Wheels is
the largest privately-funded Meals
on Wheels program in the United
States. In addition to daily meals,
the organization delivers canned
and boxed goods to keep clients’
pantries stocked throughout the
week, and pet food for those with
companion animals.
St. Vincent Meals on Wheels
executive director Veronica Dover
said the need has grown exponentially over the years and was particularly exacerbated by the COVID19 pandemic. At the start of the
pandemic in 2020, the organization
began receiving 200 calls per day
from people desperate for meal
deliveries.
“The COVID-19 pandemic
revealed an even larger hidden epidemic of senior hunger than we had
ever seen before. Our seniors must
make impossible choices every day
between healthful food or paying
their rent and utilities,” Dover said.
“This generous grant will help to
alleviate the hunger of these frail,
homebound seniors. We are incredibly grateful to Councilmember
O’Farrell and his team for collaborating with us to serve these seniors
who need it so much.”
Dover said one of the most
important aspects of delivering the
meals is giving companionship to
homebound seniors. For many, the
delivery person may be the only
contact they have all day.
“It really helps reduce isolation,”
Dover said. “The goal is to feed

them the nutrition that they need to
stay healthy in their everyday lives,
and to combat that social isolation.
The hunger in our senior population
continues, and many of them continue to be isolated. This incredible
grant will help ensure that we can
continue to bring food to those who
need it most.”
After presenting the check to St.
Vincent Meals on Wheels,
O’Farrell delivered a meal to one of
the organization’s clients, Wilki
Tom, who expressed gratitude.
“I’d like to thank you so much
for all your support of the commu-

nity at large and specifically the
Meals on Wheels program and our
seniors around here. We really need
the support and appreciate it,” Tom
said. “It’s been really healthy and
good for me. I really appreciate
what Meals on Wheels does for us.”
Dover added that St. Vincent
Meals on Wheels relies on private
donations and volunteers, and
encouraged people who have a relative or neighbor in need of meal
deliveries to contact the organization by visiting svmow.org.
“If they’re hungry, please send
them to us,” Dover said.

photo by Edwin Folven

Council President Pro Tempore Mitch O’Farrell presented a $261,000
donation to St. Vincent Meals on Wheels.
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Mighty winds blow in ‘Oklahoma!’ at Ahmanson
BY RANCE COLLINS
This ain’t your Aunt Eller’s
“Oklahoma!”
Arguably the most important
musical in theatrical history,
“Oklahoma!” premiered nearly 80
years ago, the first brainchild of a
litter by Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein II. It smashed all
then-Broadway records at the time,
running over 2,000 performances
and launching several successful
national tours.
It was also the first Rodgers and
Hammerstein production adapted
for the big screen, with the Oscarwinning 1955 film starring Gordon
McCrea, Shirley Jones, Rod Steiger
and Gloria Grahame. The music is
so engrained in popular culture that
the state of Oklahoma adopted the
musical’s title tune as its official
song. “Oh What a Beautiful
Mornin,’” and “People Will Say
We’re In Love” are standards. It is
one of the most-performed high
school and college musicals, with
its book (relatively) family friendly.
To put it simply, “Oklahoma!”
was and has largely remained a big
deal. It’s one of those things people

know even when they don’t know
they know it.
In 2019, a stripped-down,
reimagined production launched on
Broadway, winning Tony Awards
for Best Revival and Best Featured
Actress in a Musical (for Ali
Stroker, the first user of a wheelchair to win the award). This version took the more rough-and-tumble aspects of the story and presented them with a darker tone, and
now that version is on tour, playing
at the Ahmanson through Oct. 16.
Set in the Oklahoma Territory in
1906, the story concerns Laurey
(Sasha Hutchings), who has a lovehate flirtation with cowboy Curly
(Sean Grandillo) and is being pursued by the sinister, or maybe misunderstood, Jud (Christopher
Bannow), who is a ranch hand for
Laurey’s Aunt Eller (Barbara
Walsh). There is also a side story
with Ado Annie (Sis) and her complicated love life. Sis, the first
Black, trans actress to take on the
role, gets the show’s funniest tune,
“I Can’t Say No,” which she performs to memorable, hilarious
effect in the first act. The show, perhaps infamously “lily white” in pre-
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Sis is the first Black, trans actress to take on the role of Ado Annie in
“Oklahoma!”

vious incarnations, cast diverse performers for many of its roles, which
lends depth to the production’s central message … more on that in a
minute. The costuming is largely
contemporary style, as well.
The edgy, social message-tone is
perhaps in greater keeping with the
play the musical was based on,
“Green Grow the Lilacs,” first performed in 1931 and written by
Lynn Riggs, which was, apparently,
decidedly more downbeat than the
musical it spawned.
This production uses a sparse
Town Hall set for virtually all of the
action, with the entire company
often on stage even during two-person scenes. At specific points, the
theater goes totally dark, adding an
ominous edge to forboding scenes,
and a hand-held camera projection
is used to distorting effect. The
show, as it has in each incarnation,
opens the second act with a long
dream ballet, which is presented
with contemporary, interpretive
dance and heavy strobe lighting.
I don’t know how to talk about
the rest of this without spoiling the
ending, so if you don’t want to
know, you should stop reading right
now. That’s your warning.
It is odd to think about how lighthearted so many previous adaptations of “Oklahoma!” seem, considering that, in the play as written
and previously performed, Jud dies
in a climatic showdown in a clear
act of self-defense (it’s an accident
in the movie). The town puts on a
mock trial so Laurey and Curly can
make off in their “Surrey With the
Fringe on Top” and have a proper
wedding night.
A darker version of the show did
perform on the West End in 1999
with Hugh Jackmann and was
transferred to Broadway in 2002. I
have not seen this version, but by
all accounts, it does not go where
this “Oklahoma!” goes.
In that climatic showdown now,
Jud brings a gun as a present to
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Sasha Hutchings and Sean Grandillo play Laurey and Curly in the touring production of “Oklahoma!,” at the Ahamnson through Oct. 16.

Laurey and Curly’s wedding. He
doesn’t get violent. Jud simply puts
the gun in Curly’s hand, silently
begging for Curly to shoot him.
Curly does. Point blank. In cold
blood.
In case the audience gasp didn’t
communicate what happened, a
large splattering of blood douses
Laurey and Curly.
The mock trial continues with a
lawless tinge, monotone and haunting. A clearly guilty man is let off
for the murder of a man the rest of
the town didn’t like anyway.
The play ends with a reprise of
that rollicking title song, with most
of the cast seemingly joyful as life
beckons on … except blood-covered Laurey, who screams out the
lyrics in agony.
And that’s how it ends.
The opening night audience gave
a standing ovation, but then immediately walked out of the theater in
a daze, hit unexpectedly with a
message against vigilante justice.
There are many questions left, too,
on what drives Jud to his more
extreme behaviors … is he crazy?

Does Curly drive him crazy? Do
people not like him because he’s
weird? Why does he act out?
It’s a confusing message because
he most certainly assaults Laurey
in the play’s second act, and yet …
at that fateful wedding, when Jud
asks to kiss the bride, Curly allows
it and Laurey kisses Jud back.
What?
But we are supposed to ask,
“What?”
This is a production that lives
decidedly in the gray and wants its
audience to think on each question,
presenting a cross-section of modern, everyday people in a story
about a time nearly a century ago
and asking us to consider what
these events would look like under
today’s lens.
And quite honestly, it doesn’t
look pretty. But man is it a memorable show … anew.
For tickets and information, visit
centertheatregroup.org/tickets/ahm
anson-theatre/2021/oklahoma. The
Ahmanson Theatre at the Music
Center is located at 135 N. Grand
Ave.

New Listing for Lease

‘Cats’ stirs up ‘Memories’ at Pantages
“Cats,” the record-breaking
musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber
that has been performed in over 30
countries and 15 languages comes
to the Pantages Hollywood Theatre
Oct. 4-16.
Winner of seven Tony Awards
including Best Musical, “Cats” tells
the story of one magical night when
an extraordinary tribe of cats gathers for its annual ball to rejoice and
decide which cat will be reborn.
The original Broadway production of “Cats” opened on Oct. 7,
1982 and ran for 7,485 performances.
The original score by Andrew
Lloyd Webber (“The Phantom of
the Opera,” “School of Rock,”
“Sunset Boulevard”), original
scenic and costume design by John
Napier (“Les Misérables”), all-new
lighting design by Natasha Katz
(“Aladdin”), all-new sound design
by Mick Potter, new choreography
by
Andy
Blankenbuehler
(“Hamilton”) based on the original
choreography by Gillian Lynne
(“Phantom of the Opera”) and
direction by Trevor Nunn (“Les
Misérables”) make this production
a new “Cats” for a new generation.
For tickets and information, visit
broadwayinhollywood.com/cats20
22. Tickets start at $39. The
Pantages Hollywood Theatre is
located at 6233 Hollywood Blvd.
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“Cats” will run at the Pantages Hollywood Theatre from Oct. 4-16.

Notable Quotes
“I don’t know what to do if they don’t like this. I don’t know what
to do because this is the only kind of show I can write.”
Oscar Hammerstein II to his wife on “Oklahoma’s” opening night
on Broadway, March 31, 1943.
After thousands upon thousands of performances the world over,
we think they like it.

*source: americanheritage.com/oklahoma-0#8

8334 W 4th Street in Beverly Grove
$3,500 Per Month
2 Bedroom 1 Bathroom, 1200 Sq Ft
Light and bright upper unit with stunning views of
Hollywood Hills. Cheerful living room, formal dining
room with French double doors leading to a large
balcony to enjoy the beautiful Hollywood Hills. Sweet
breakfast room and semi-updated kitchen with new
appliances. Gleaming wooden floors throughout.
Large pool to cool off on a hot summer day.
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Wallis PetSpace hosts comedy show

On Wednesday, Oct. 5, Wallis
Annenberg PetSpace and “Can’t
Even Comedy” host “Stand Up for
Pups,” a dog-friendly comedy show
to support animal rescue.
During the evening, PetSpace
will transform its Barks and Rec
play yard into the West Side's premier comedy venue, welcoming
acclaimed comedians Melissa
Villaseñor (most recently of
“Saturday Night Live”), Ian Bagg,
Claire Santangelo, Malik B, Sam
Taha and Julia Austin, alongside
host Caitlin Benson and DJ
VFRESH.
“Can’t Even Comedy” is an
L.A.-based stand-up comedy company founded by husband-and-wife

team Maxwell and Caitlin Benson.
They have been lauded by the Los
Angeles Times as well as featured
in their roundup of “The 60 Best
Places to See Stand-Up Comedy in
L.A.” “Can’t Even Comedy” currently entertains audiences at
biweekly events on the rooftop of
Mama Shelter Hotel in Hollywood,
where they host dog adoption
events with PetSpace on the first
Tuesday of each month. As they
explain on their website, “There are
few events (if any) in Los Angeles
that can offer comedy, dining,
drinks, music and dogs.”
A portion of ticket sales will go
towards
the
PetSpace
Extraordinary Care Fund, which

Zoo gets into the spooky spirit

The Halloween spirit will be in
full swing for 31 frightfully fun
days at the L.A. Zoo, where guests
can enjoy spooktacular sights daily.
Weekends are even sweeter, with
treats like open-air live shows, animal pumpkin feedings, themed
photo ops and education stations.
Costumes are encouraged.
The spirit runs from Oct. 1-Oct.
31, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. daily. With paid
zoo admission, the experiences are
free. There is also free parking in
the zoo’s surface lot. For information, visit lazoo.org/boo. The L.A.
Zoo is located at 5333 Zoo Dr.

photo courtesy of the L.A. Zoo

Enjoy Halloween festivities at the
L.A. Zoo from Oct. 1-Oct. 31.
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This year’s Metropolitan Fashion Week marks the event’s 10th anniversary.

Fashion week hits the Farmers Market tracks
Metropolitan Fashion Week
makes its big return to Third and
Fairfax on Sept. 29.
Opening night along with a fashion design preliminary competition
kicks off at 6 p.m. in front of the
iconic clock tower at the Original
Farmers Market hosted by author,
actor and entertainment reporter
Marcellas Reynolds.
Designers will showcase original
fashion masterpieces inspired by
global architecture. The audience
will have the opportunity to participate by voting for their favorite
design. The top three winners, chosen by a panel of esteemed judges,
will be able to move on and partici-

pate in the 10th Annual
Metropolitan Fashion Week AllStars Closing Gala on Oct. 1.
This year, Metropolitan Fashion
week is supporting You Are the
Angel, a New York-based nonprofit
organization that is providing food,
medical supplies and psychosocial
support to the victims of the war in
Ukraine.
The event is free, open to the
public and will take place along the
trolley tracks.
For information, visit farmersmarketla.com/events/metropolitan-fashion-week-2022.
The Farmers Market is located
at 6333 W. Third St.

supports PetSpace’s work with the
most vulnerable animals in the
shelter system: those who face significant medical needs that serve as
barriers to adoption.
The show starts at 7 p.m. and
runs until 9 p.m. Doors open at 6:30
p.m. The Wallis Annenberg
PetSpace is located at 12005 Bluff
Creek Dr.
For tickets and information, visit
annenbergpetspace.org/events/369
1734.
photo courtesy of Melissa Villaseñor

Melissa Villaseñor performs at
“Stand Up for Dogs” Wednesday,
Oct. 5, at the Wallis PetSpace.
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Teardrops on the driveway

I

make my son a big buttery egg
and flip on McCoy Tyner, who
is to jazz what lipstick is to
smeary kisses.
Love is in the details, right?
I try to father by example, though
that hardly ever works. Good parenting requires either bribery or
threats.
Purportedly,
Caesar
Augustus melted down statues of
himself, and finally paid the Roman
soldiers a living wage. He also
hired a goon squad to protect himself. The secret to his success? The
goons.
Look, you lead your way, I’ll
lead mine.
Short a car, I’ve taken to biking
around town in flowing robes, like
Gandhi. My life could change in an
instant, when a total stranger (say,
Melba), abruptly opens her car door
and sends me flying over the handlebars. Broken clavicle. Torn
schnitzel. Cracked noggin.
“Oh no,” Melba will cry. “I’ve
killed Gandhi!”
“No, no, no,” some local will
explain with a laugh. “Just that
writer guy.”
“Whew,” Melba will say, and get
on with her day.
If I’m lucky, I’ll land on my
head, protected by a $3 helmet with
a flimsy egg-like outer shell the
thickness of a wish.
Life begins with eggs, life ends
with eggs.
Reminds me of the joke: “On
Amazon, I ordered an egg, then I
ordered a chicken (long pause). I’ll
let you know.”
At breakfast, I always used to ask
my wife: “How do you want your
eggs?”
“Unfertilized,” she’d mutter.

by
Chris
Erskine
Still, we had four kids. Even
then, sperm counts were plunging,
the species in peril. We did what we
could.
Years later, my life has become a
Hungarian fairy tale. Too many
expenses, too little funding. A bike,
for gawd’s sakes. What would
Gandhi say?

Cut to L.A. 50 years
later, where I’m
splashing vodka in the
tomato sauce.
Stirring, sipping,
stirring.
Love late
September here –
so hot, so cold, so hot.
September here
burns the tongue.
The other day I’m riding this
bicycle, thinking how nothing
makes sense — not this city, not
this to-die-for girlfriend (who might
be a fairy princess). Not these dogs
(which might be trolls).
Even as existentialists go, I’m
sort of adrift, raking my sock door

Letters to the Editor
Bulgari hotel project
should not get special
treatment
Re: “Vote Delayed Proposed
Hotel,” Sept. 22 issue
There is no reason to delay a
vote by the L.A. City Council
Planning Committee other than
political. All the facts are known
and the only conclusion is crystal
clear.
There is no justification to grant
a special privilege zoning change
to an individual for business purposes. None. The argument that
this projects benefits the city of
L.A. is ridiculous. The same socalled benefit would exist if a
hotel were built in a properly
zoned commercial area. Building
such a project in an environmentally sensitive, 100% residential
area carries no special benefit to
the city, only a special benefit to
the desires of the developer.
In fact, the proposed project is
not a benefit of any type, it is a
public loss. The loss of more green
space that serves the entire city
with much needed clean air. The
loss of public safety, more congestion on narrow two lane streets
with severely compromised
ingress and egress. The loss of fire
safety as bringing in thousands of
people into the highest-risk fire
area in the city with no idea how to
treat this fragile environment.
Loss of peace and quiet in an R-1
residential zone. We live in a residential area for a reason, quality of

life. Not the 24-hour lifecycle of a
hotel, restaurants, spas, gyms,
movie theaters [and] parking
garages with thousands of extra
car trips per day of guests, staff
and workmen.
The granting of a special privilege to create spot zoning for anyone who wants to open a business
has no legal justification, as it only
helps one person make money at
the expense of the safety and
peace of mind of thousands of
homeowners.
This is not Monopoly [where]
you build four houses then you get
to build a hotel. This property
owner is entitled to build houses,
not hotels. To this developer,
please build the houses you are
entitled to build and let the rest of
the community sleep at night.
Rodney Kemerer
Beverly Hills

Have an Opinion?
Sound Off!
The Beverly Press and Park
Labrea News encourages our readers to submit Letters to the Editor at:
editor@beverlypress.com. Postings
at beverlypress.com may also be
considered as Letters to the Editor.
Please include your full name,
mailing address, daytime phone
number, and e-mail address. This
information is seen only by the editor and is not used for any commercial purpose. Letters become the
property of the Beverly Press, and
may be republished in any format.

at 5 a.m. for a pair that matches.
“ONE PAIR OF SOCKS!” I
scream. “JUST ONE!”
Poor Smartacus. Those are the
first screamy words my son hears in
the morning…his dad yelling:
‘SOCKS! I NEED SOCKS!!!” No
wonder he’s a little weird.
Bottom line, Smartacus has been
raised by a small-town boy in a toobig city. He is the residue of all my
worries.
After 30 years here, I’ve discovered that there is no soft gooey middle to Los Angeles – no Central
Park, no main drag, no focal point.
L.A. clings to an ocean named
for its passive nature. That’s the
first big lie right there. L.A. is notoriously shallow; the Pacific, ferociously deep – the deepest ocean in
the world. Believe what you will,
but opposites always attract (see
fairy princess above).
As you may know, I come from
humble beginnings. I grew up in a
tough former mining town on the
outskirts of Chicago, where the
women were far meaner than the
men – they had to be.
My own mother taught me how
to put rocks into snowballs. She
was French, obviously.
“Those snowballs,” I once told
my daughters, “were my first lesson
in French feminism.”
Cut to L.A. 50 years later, where
I’m splashing vodka in the tomato
sauce. Stirring, sipping, stirring.
Love late September here – so hot,
so cold, so hot. September here
burns the tongue.
I smiled when I woke the other
morning, early before the traffic
and the gunfire, to find the driveway damp from an overnight mist,
in honor (I suppose) of her royal
majesty the queen.

photo by Chris Erskine

When Smartacus went off to college last year, I could barely breathe.

September is change. September
is good-byes…eulogies, reunions.
Good-bye,
summer.
Hello,
Christmas ads.
I remember, last September,
dropping Smartacus off to college. I
hate milestones – for a week, I
could barely breathe. Doctors
thought I’d died.
Finally, I let out a huge, cleansing
gasp (and out popped a martini
olive!).
But seriously. When I dropped
off Smartacus, I realized that all the
soccer games, tutors, teacher conferences were finally done. Felt like
we were crossing some sort of life
bridge. “C’est fini,” as the French
feminists say.
I now realize that adulthood is
one long bridge – a little damp from
all the September tears. The drizzle
of bittersweet change. Watch your
step. At your age, you slip on a

teardrop and…
Meanwhile, there was another
power outage the other day – a constant problem in our sleepy little
village on the edge of the massive
industrial complex they call L.A.
As you’d expect, Xanadu gets all
the juice. Our suburb is too tiny to
matter, too slow to figure out alternating current.
But we’re working on it, OK?
Listen, we just do the best we can
with what we have. As the
September mornings cool, we rake
the sock drawer, we walk the dogs,
we tend our scruffy gardens, we
send our sassy kids off to overpriced colleges, near and far.
Bye, you silly little eggs.
E-mail the columnist at
Letters@ChrisErskineLA.com. For
past columns and books, please go
to ChrisErskineLA.com.
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
Sept. 15 and Sept. 24. The information was compiled from
crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies:
Los Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)8558850, and the Beverly Hills Police Department (310)550-4951.

Sept. 24
At 1:59 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 900 block
of N. Larrabee.
A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 1000 block of N. San Vicente
at 5 a.m.

Los Angeles Police
Department

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 800 block of N. Wilcox
at 10 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 600 block of S.
Wilton at 12:50 p.m.

At 11:20 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6200
block of Hollywood.

At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5500
block of Wilshire.

Sept. 18

A bicycle theft was reported in the
8300 block of Third at 1:48 p.m.

At 2:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Cahuenga and Selma.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8100 block of Sunset at
2:40 a.m.

Sept. 24

Sept. 15

Sept. 18

At 11:40 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
600 block of N. Crescent.

At 1:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 300 bock of
S. Sycamore.

At 12:34 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
9800 block of Santa Monica.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 6000 block of
Hollywood at 4:20 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 9500 block of
Wilshire at 3:05 p.m.

Sept. 18

At 5:08 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
400 block of N. Gardner.

Ant 11 a.m., a unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Melrose and Irving.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6900 block of
Hollywood at 7 p.m.

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 1600 block of Vine at noon.

At 7:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1200 block of Gordon.

At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the
300 block of S. Western.

Sept. 19

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Orange and Wilshire at 10 p.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1300 block of
N. Cahuenga at 1:25 p.m.

At 12:30 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 600
block of N. Robertson.

At 10:51 p.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim near the
corner of Hollywood and Vine.

At 2 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. La Brea.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8800 block of Melrose
at 2:30 a.m.

Sept. 16

An unknown suspect stole a bicycle in the 6100 block of Sunset at
2:30 p.m.

Beverly Hills Police
Department

At 4:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 9600
block of Wilshire.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 200 block of
Beverly at 6:05 p.m.

Sept. 19
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 200 block of N.
Moreno at 2:35 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of S. Doheny.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 300 block of N.
Rodeo at 1:42 p.m.
At 11:21 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of Santa
Monica and Rexford.

Sept. 20
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 400 block of N.
Canon at 5:30 p.m.
At 10:55 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of La
Cienega and Wilshire.

Sept. 21
A vandalism incident was reported in
the 100 block of S. Canon at 2 p.m.
At 10:39 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of
Robertson and Wilshire.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8700 block of Melrose
at 2 a.m.
At 3:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8000
block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9000 block of Santa
Monica at 9:06 p.m.

At 3:38 a.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident in the 1000 block of
N. Kings.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 8900 block of
Dorrington at 5:30 p.m.
At 9 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Fuller.

Sept. 20
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8600 block of Santa
Monica at 2:15 p.m.
At 8:47 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Fuller.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 900 block of
N. Genesee at 10 p.m.

Sept. 21

Sept. 22

At 8:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 9000
block of Beverly.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of S.
Beverly at 12:01 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7300 block of
Sanga Monica at 2 p.m.

At 3 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle in the 300 block of
N. Crescent.

At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6600
block of Sunset.

A vandalism incident was reported
in the 100 block of S. Robertson at
11:59 a.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Fountain and La Brea at 7:11 p.m.

At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 300
bock of N. Canon.

At 10:30 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Detroit and Santa Monica.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Selma and Cahuenga.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 5200 block of
Olympic at 4 a.m.
At 6:10 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 1500
bock of Vine.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6800 block of Hollywood
at noon.
At noon, an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 300
block of S. Cloverdale.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6400 block of Sunset at
1 p.m.
At 4:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1300
block of N. Cahuenga.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 5800 block of
Camerford at 6:30 p.m.

Sept. 17
At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
near the corner of Selma and El
Centro.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 300 block of
N. Hauser at 3:40 a.m.
At 11:05 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 6100
block of Orange.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Waring and Alta Vista at noon.

At 4:40 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 1800
block of Whitley.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1300 block of
Milner at 5:27 a.m.

At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7000
block of De Longpre.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 100 block of
S. La Brea at 4:30 p.m.
At 5:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Wilshire and Western.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Fountain
and June at 5:45 p.m.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 800 block of N.
Citrus at 7 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 100
block of N. Mansfield.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6600 block of
Melrose at 7 p.m.
At 7:36 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 400
block of S. La Brea.

Sept. 19
At 1 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle in the 900 block of
S. Bedford.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8100 block of Sunset at
2:40 a.m.
At 3 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 600
block of N. La Cienega.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Mansfield and Romaine at 6 a.m.

Sept. 23

At 3:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 700 block
of S. La Brea.

At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 400
block of S. Oakhurst.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and La Cienega at 11:39
a.m.

At 10:20 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
8400 block of Third.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 300 block of
S. Detroit at 7:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6500 block of Hollywood
at 12:25 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 400 block of N. Palm
at 8:40 p.m.

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1100
block of N. La Brea.

At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
500 block of N. La Brea.

At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
5000 block of Hollywood.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 200 block of N.
Rexford at 5 p.m.

At 2:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 6800
block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of The
Grove at 2:37 p.m.
At 3:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
6300 block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 5600 block of
Wilshire at 3:30 p.m.
At 3:53 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 700
block of N. Gramercy.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 6000 block of
Carlton at 6 p.m.
At 6:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5200
block of Wilshire.
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Hiball Energy
Seltzer pop-up

C

elebrating National Coffee
Day, Sept. 29, Hiball Energy
Seltzer is having an alternative popup coffee cart at the Santa Monica
Promenade from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. All
customers are welcome to a free
Hiball Energy Seltzer before or
after a workout or just for a pickme-up. 3rd St., Santa Monica.

Monty’s Good
Burger collaborates
with OUAI

F

or a limited time, beauty lovers
and foodies alike have the
chance to “Live Life Your OUAI”
by building your own “Get It Your
OUAI” meal at all Monty’s Good
Burger locations or via Postmates
now through Oct. 4 or until supplies

Beverly Press/Park Labrea News

last. The special meal includes a
plant-based burger or plant-based
tenders with a choice of dipping
sauces; French fries or tater tots; a
mini OUAI S’mores fun shake and
a prize of either a OUAI comb or
hair clip. For a limited OUAI and
Monty’s crewneck sweatshirts are
available for purchase. Since the
brands are like minded about pets
and food, for every limited-edition
“Life’s OUAI S’more Fun” shake
sold, $1 will be donated to L.A.
Animal Services. 1533 W. Sunset
Blvd., 8432 W. 3rd St., 3849 Main
St. and 516 S. Western Ave.,
(213)915-0257.

Pumpkin Spice ice
cream now at Thrifty
Shifting from summer to fall,
Thrifty is scooping a brand-new
specialty flavor – pumpkin spice
at all its hand dip locations.
Thrifty has been making its deli-

cious ice cream for over 80 years,
maintaining many of the same
award-winning recipes and oldtime prices. Now exclusively sold
at Rite Aid from Oct. 2 to Nov. 13.
300 N. Canon Drive, (310)2733561 and 7900 W. Sunset Blvd.,
(323)876-4466.

Magari Hollywood’s
Tokyo Italian
restaurant

K

nown for Italian cuisine with
Japanese nuances and techniques, Magari has launched a new
menu featuring pizze. Now
through Oct. 2, Magari offers a
special pizza, Miele Piccante
topped with Asian pears, lardo,
Barr Hill honey and tomino alongside a Bee’s Knees cocktail.
Crafted by Sicilian-born Executive
Chef Enrico Merendino, the pizze
menu highlights classic Italian
ingredients with a Japaneseinspired twist. He uses Italy’s
Caputo Nuvola Super flour for a
fragrant, airy and crunchy crust.
His tomato-miso sauce enhances
an array of different pizze, includ-

photo courtesy of Encanto

Encanto will offer traditional Mexican and Latin tacos served with four
fresh corn tortillas roasted in a Josper coal oven on National Taco Day,
Oct. 4.

Encanto on National Taco Day

L

os Feliz-based restaurant,
Encanto, offers traditional
Mexican and Latin tacos served
with four fresh corn tortillas
roasted in a Josper coal oven.
Choose pork cheek for $16 and
braised beef for $15. The rajas

con queso and swordfish tacos
are $14. Be sure to celebrate
National Taco Day, Oct. 4, with a
refreshing classic margarita.
Reservations can be made
through Resy. 2121 Hillhurst
Ave., (323)741-0140.

cream pie
&
fresh baked

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax

(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm
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ing a Margherita, Diavola,
Prosciutto, Funghi or Vegana.
Another food and drink pairing is
the spicy Diavola pizze with a
white Negroni cocktail. 6115
Sunset Blvd., (310)256-3555.

Cafe Gratitude

O

n Oct. 4, celebrate National
Taco Day at Cafe Gratitude’s
newly launched happy hour, available weekdays from 4-6 p.m., with
natural wines, $6 local beers and a
variety of chef’s bites that include
“I Am Transformed” tacos for $10.
They are Baja style with Seaco
Fÿsh, pineapple coleslaw and
sriracha mayo, or the Chi Foods
chorizo with fresh avocado and a
tomatillo salsa Fresca. 300 S.
Santa Fe Ave., (213)929-5580 and
639 N. Larchmont Blvd.,
(323)580-6383.

38th Annual
California Spirit

P

resented by Amalfi Estates,
California Spirit brings awardwinning chefs and Los Angeles
foodies together to celebrate the

American Cancer Society’s
progress in the fight against cancer. On Oct. 2, guests will enjoy
sampling culinary creations from
renowned chefs from some of
L.A.’s top restaurants, including
Suzanne Goin of a.o.c., Nancy
Silverton of Osteria Mozza,
Govind Armstrong of The Lobster,
Neal Fraser of Redbird and Valerie
Gordon of Valerie’s Confections,
while sipping on premier wine and
cocktails from top mixologists.
Co-founded by Wolfgang Puck
and Sherry Lansing in 1984,
California Spirit is among the
most acclaimed food and wine
benefits in Southern California,
raising more than $17 million for
the fight against cancer. Individual
tickets start at $250. VIP access is
at 3 p.m. General access is from 47 p.m. Purchase tickets at calspirit.org. 10202 Washington Blvd.,
Culver City.

Garcias Madre
plant-based tacos

T

his National Taco Day on Oct.
4, taco aficionados can enjoy
an array of delicious plant-based

Hand-Scooped Milkshakes
REESE’S • M&M

Try our NEW

FLINTSTONES SHAKE

99¢

kid’s ice cream cones!
12 and under

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

tacos at Gracias Madre. Every
Tuesday, the kitchen makes a variety of tacos including the mushroom chicharrón, the tender jackfruit carnitas and the guest-favorite
coliflor al pastor with spiced and
roasted cauliflower. Enjoy every
bite with an iced cold margarita on
the side. Reservations can be made
through OpenTable. 8905 Melrose
Ave., (323)978-2170.

Sushi Pop-Up at
Peninsula
Beverly Hills

M

ichelin-star Sushi Nakazawa
is having a pop-up at The
Peninsula Beverly Hills during the
month of October. Starting on Oct.
3 from 6-8 p.m., guests gather on
the Belvedere Terrace for bites by
both
Chef/Owner
Daisuke
Nakazawa and The Peninsula’s
Executive chef, Ralf Schlegel. The
pop-up takes place every Monday
through Friday until Oct. 29. Two
seatings are offered at 6 and 8:30
p.m. The cost is $325 per person.
9882 S. Santa Monica Blvd.,
(310)551-2888.

photo courtesy of Trejos Tacos

Trejo’s Tacos and other restaurants in Downtown Santa Monica are
participating in a “Taco Crawl” on Oct. 4.

National Taco Day Taco Crawl

O

n Oct. 4, Trejo’s Tacos and
other restaurants in Downtown
Santa Monica are participating in a
“Taco Crawl.” Starting at 4 p.m.,
head over to Trejo’s Tacos to meet
Danny Trejo and receive a ‘Taco
Crawl’ punch card. Then visit other
Santa Monica restaurants, including
Tocaya Modern Mexican, Lanea,
Blue Plate Taco, Socalo, Cabo
Cantina and Jameson’s Pub for specials. At Trejo’s Tacos guests receive
a free taco with the purchase of

another taco of equal or lesser value.
At Blue Plate Taco receive a free
taco (except the lobster taco) with
the purchase of any frozen drink,
margarita or cocktail. A DJ will be
spinning tunes during sunset hour at
this location. For those who finish
the entire crawl, the completed
punch card can be used at one of the
participating locations to receive the
same promotion one more time
between Oct 5-12. 316 Santa
Monica Blvd.
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Hammer displays rarely seen
cut paper works by Picasso

The Hammer Museum at UCLA
presents “Picasso Cut Papers,” an
exhibition about an important yet
little-known aspect of the practice
of Pablo Picasso running from
Sunday, Oct. 2, through Saturday,
Dec. 31.
The exhibition features some of
Picasso’s most whimsical and
intriguing works made on paper and
in paper, alongside a select group of
sculptures in sheet metal. Cut
papers were created as independent
works of art, exploratory pieces in
relation to works in other mediums,

as models for Picasso’s fabricators
and as gifts or games for family and
friends. Although the artist rarely
sold or exhibited them during his
lifetime, he signed, date and
archived them just as he did his
works in other mediums. Many
examples have been stored flat or
disassembled in portfolios and will
regain their original three-dimensional forms when presented in the
exhibition. The survey spans
Picasso’s entire career, from his
first cut papers created when he was
9 years old in 1899, through the

1960s, with works he made while in
his 80s.
The exhibit includes approximately 100 works, with many
loaned by the Fundación Almine y
Bernard Ruiz-Picasso para el
Arte, the Picasso estate and the
Musée National Picasso in Paris.
Major loans have also been granted by the Museu Picasso in
Barcelona, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the
Museum of Modern Art, New
York, and the collection of Gail

‘Motown’ at The Wallis

Wallis Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts will present the
world premiere of “Motown:
Celebrating the Music, the Magic,
the Love” on Saturday, Oct. 1 at 7
p.m. at The Wallis’ Bram
Goldsmith Theater.
Immerse yourself in the magic of
early Motown with a unique opportunity to experience an evening
with music trailblazers and icons
who will share their rare insights
into the phenomenal music and the
stories behind it, that positively
impacted people and music around
the globe. Motown is the place
where legends were born and
dreams were made.
Created, produced and directed
by Karla Gordy Bristol, of Bristol
Entertainment, the show highlights
the early days of Motown Records
as only can be told by those truly in
the Motown family.
The show includes a Motown
panel, moderated by four-time
Grammy nominee Patrice Rushen,
featuring artists, writers, producers
and executives including: Brian

Holland, hitmaker known for songs
including “Stop! In the Name of
Love”; Claudette Robinson of The
Miracles; Iris Gordy, former
Motown Vice President; Janie
Bradford, co-writer of “Money
That’s What I Want”; and Miller
London, pioneering record salesman.
Experience a presentation of nostalgic stories shared by Smokey
Robinson, The Temptations’ Otis
Williams, The Four Tops’ Duke
Fakir, and Martha Reeves “Dancing
in the Street,” and relive the days of
“Hitsville U.S.A.,” the little house
with the big sound as envisioned by
Motown founder and living legend
Berry Gordy.
Dynamic keyboardist Herman
Jackson is the evening’s music
director. Performing songs that have
brought people together for over six
decades are singing sensations
Grammy-winner Thelma Houston,
Brenda Holloway, Scherrie, Lynda
& Susaye Former Ladies of The
Supremes and special guests.
This incredible show truly celebrates “The Music, the Magic and

Meals on Wheels
celebrates a milestone

and Tony Ganz.
“Given our major collection of
works on paper from the
Renaissance to the present, the
Hammer has a long-standing
commitment to presenting both
historical and contemporary exhibitions of works on paper,”
Hammer Museum director Ann
Philbin said. “We are thrilled to
be organizing the first exhibition
devoted solely to Pablo Picasso’s
inventive cut papers, many of
which have never been exhibited.
‘Picasso Cut Papers’ will also be
the first international loan exhibition to occupy our new Works on
Paper Gallery.”
The Hammer Museum is located
at 10899 Wilshire Blvd. For information, call (310)443-7000, or visit
hammer.ucla.edu.

photo by Zarko Vijatovic

“Picasso Cut Papers” highlights
many exploratory works created
by the artist.

BroadStage kicks off National
Geographic speaker series

photo courtesy of Bristol Entertainment

Thelma Houston performs “Motown:
Celebrating the Music, the Magic,
the Love” at the Wallis Oct. 1.

the Love” of the Motown story, and
will be led by legendary radio personality and announcer Shadoe
Stevens and master of ceremonies,
Emmy Award-winning news
anchor Pat Harvey.
“Motown: Celebrating the
Music, the Magic, the Love,” a
Bristol Entertainment Production,
is supported by Sony Music Group
and The Berry Gordy Foundation
for Truth and Justice.
Tickets are sold out, but to be
added to the waitlist, email Ticket
Services at tickets@thewallis.org.
The Wallis Annenberg Center for
the Performing Arts is located at
9390 N. Santa Monica Blvd.

The first in the National
Geographic Live speaker's series
at
BroadStage
will
be
“Mesoamerica Illuminated” with
art historian and microarchaeologist Dr. Diana Magaloni-Kerpel.
This event is presented by
BroadStage at The Eli and Edythe
Broad Stage on Oct. 6-7 at
7:30pm at the Santa Monica
Performing Arts Center.
Discover how the iconic Olmec
heads of Mexico were created,
explore the true meaning behind
the imposing Teotihuacan pyramids and get a peek into the culture and daily life in the Mayan
city of Chichén-Itzá. MagaloniKerpel uncovers millennia-old
murals and sculptures throughout
Mexico and Central America –
then studies them to understand
what their colors, textures and
techniques reveal about these
ancient cultures. Join her as she
brings ancient Mesoamerican civilizations to life in a way you've
never seen before.
Tickets start at $50 and are
available at broadstage.org, by

calling (310)434-3200 or visiting
the box office at 1310 Eleventh St.
Santa Monica, beginning two
hours prior to performance.

photo courtesy of the artist and BroadStage

Dr. Diana Magaloni-Kerpel
will speak at BroadStage on
Oct. 6-7

Bogie’s Liquor
IT’S TIME
FOR
DODGER
BASEBALL!
Pick up your favorite 12-pack
& watch the boys in blue!

Chef Wolfgang Puck prepared the 10 millionth meal for St. Vincent
Meals on Wheels in this photograph from the Sept. 30, 1999, issue of
the Beverly Press and Park Labrea News. Puck was joined by St.
Vincent Meals on Wheels founder Sister Alice Marie Quinn at a press
conference announcing the milestone, and later delivered the meal to
a homebound senior citizen. St. Vincent Meals on Wheels continues
to deliver meals to thousands of people in need annually throughout
Los Angeles. On Sept. 22, Los Angeles City Council President Pro
Tempore Mitch O’Farrell donated $261,000 to pay for meal deliveries
through the end of the year for St. Vincent Meals on Wheels clients in
the 13th District.

Wine • Spirits • Champagne • Beer • Kegs

5753 Melrose Ave.
Corner of Melrose & Vine
(323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
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The Art-forward Strada Eateria + Bar

Recently I discovered a hidden
dining gem in downtown L.A.,
Strada Eateria + Bar. Not only is it
near L.A. Live, it’s just blocks
from the Crypto Arena and Los
Angeles Convention Center.
The interior is designed with
contemporary Venetian plaster
with artistic curves, multi color
lighting and upbeat music.
Romanian artwork adorns the walls
and a curated video art installation
near the large bar area was created
by Natasa Prosenc Stearns.
It’s a family affair with Executive
Chef Naziana Herascu leading the
kitchen to make European and
Mediterranean fare, while her husband Julian Andrei exsudes hospitality to arriving guests. He strolls
throughout the restaurant offering
menu recommendations, while
simultaneously running the kitchen
smoothly. Their son is a server at
the restaurant.
Since it was a warm evening, we
sat at a table on the tree lined dining terrace and met Andrei as he
brought out a bottle and two shot
glasses. He filled the glasses with
Uncensored Reposado Tequila,

which is aged and bottled in Los
Angeles. He suggested to sip this
tequila slowly while looking over
the menu.
We started with mojama on toast.
It’s a Mediterranean delicacy consisting of filleted sun-dried tuna
spread on toast with chopped green
onion, tomatoes and roasted almond.
An interesting salad of thinly sliced
duck prosciutto served on spinach
leaves with chopped walnuts,
oranges, peaches, tomatoes, basil
and lemon zest was drizzled simply
with extra virgin oil. I enjoyed this
salad with a signature spicy margarita that was quite refreshing.
Chef Andrei recommended the
Indonesian lamb skewers basted in
sweet and spicy flavors. Three delicious skewers arrived on a plate with
a handful of crunchy shrimp chips.
Strada’s name is derived from
the Italian word “street.” Many of
the menu items are a blend of
Europe and South American street
specialties. The ceviche de Peru is
made with wild Alaskan cod, lime
juice, onion, chopped avocado,
tomato, cilantro, virgin oil and
chile. Leche de tigre is available

Kick Up

coffee &
donuts!!

Try our Delicious Cake
Donuts in a Variety of
Flavors and our
NEW Ice Horchata
Cold Brew!

Refreshing & Delicious!

In the Original Farmers Market

3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

By Jill Weinlein
upon request for those looking for
more spicy heat.
My husband enjoyed a Bitburger
Pilsner with a plate of delicious
Mici sausages, one of the many
street food dishes on the menu. It’s
one of the chef’s favorites dishes
made with pork and beef that is artfully presented with a beautiful yellow mustard design on a black plate.
The kitchen also makes a variety
of wood-fired pizzas, a handful of
hand-made pastas and some fresh
seafood and prime meat dishes to
appeal to every palate.
We selected a winning pasta
comprised of four ravioli filled with
lobster and shrimp and topped with
a cognac, charred cherry tomatoes,
mushroom and white wine sauce.
One of several desserts on the
menu, a dense chocolate cake

photo courtesy of Strada Eateria + Bar

The kitchen makes a variety of wood-fired pizzas.

topped with a berry sauce, whipped
cream and chopped nuts, was a
delicious end to our meal: “Strada”
written on the plate in berry sauce.
A live jazz brunch is offered on
Sundays from noon-4 p.m. Not only
does Andrei set the stage for a
multi-sensory dining experience
during dinner, but he also puts on
quite a show during brunch. Brunch
items such as eggs Benedict, waffles, savory sandwiches and lobster
pasta are on the menu.
On Oct. 2-5 Andrei is hosting

Strada Fest, where movies, music,
art, food and drinks unite. Tickets
are available at filmfreeway.com/
StradaFest/ticketsulian.
Strada Eateria + Bar is open for
dinner on Tuesday through Sunday
from 4:30-10:00 p.m. with an
extended late-night menu on Friday
and Saturday evening. Happy
Hour is Tuesday through Sunday
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. Park behind
TCW between 8th Place and
Francisco St., at 980 W. 8th Place,
(213)822-4558.
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Academy’s ‘Regeneration’ series hosts
double feature of rare films

The Academy Museum of
Motion Picture’s will be present a
double feature of Melvin van
Peeble’s landmark 1971 film
“Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss
Song” and 1971’s “Black Chariot,”
Robert Goodwin’s lost gem of
American independent cinema.
This rare screening will take place
at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 29 at the
Academy Museum’s Ted Mann
Theater as part of the series
“Regeneration: An Introduction.”
A movie that would send shockwaves through the culture, “Sweet
Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song” was
Melvin Van Peebles’s second fea-

ture film, after he walked away
from a contract with Columbia in
order to make his next film on his
own terms. Acting as producer,
director, writer, composer, editor
and star, Van Peebles created the
prototype for what Hollywood
would eventually co-opt and make
into the blaxploitation hero: a taciturn, perpetually blank-faced performer in a sex show, who, when
he’s pushed too far by a pair of
racist cops looking to frame him for
a crime he didn’t commit, goes on
the run through a lawless Los
Angeles underground in a kill-orbe-killed quest for liberation from

white oppression.
A contemporary of Van Peebles,
Robert Goodwin wrote, produced
and directed “Black Chariot.”
Opening during a tense meeting
between members of an underground Black Power group that
leads to a stunning foot chase,
Goodwin’s film weaves past and
present to tell the story of the social
awakening of a character only
referred to as “the drifter” (Bernie
Casey).
Shot on both 35 mm and video
and boasting a fierce, early performance from L.A. Rebellion icon
Barbara O. Jones, “Black Chariot”

photo courtesy of the Academy Museum

“Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song” and “Black Chariot” will screen
Sept. 29 at the Academy Museum.

is a fascinatingly iconoclastic revelation. Though world-premiered at
the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
in 1971, “Black Chariot” has
remained under-screened for
decades – until now.
For tickets and information, visit

academymuseum.org/en/programs/detail/sweet-sweetbacksbaadasssss-song-with-black-chariot-018126a0-3fd4-e3ab-a2dbb9ed6ba0ef8d. The Academy
Museum is located at 6067 Wilshire
Blvd.

Arhuaco elders share Colombian art perspectives Latinx queens join ‘Bingo @ Bev’

Join the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art for a unique presentation, ceremony and Q&A session on Sept. 29. Arhuaco elders
will share their perspective on
ancient Colombian artworks and
reflect on their experience of working with LACMA in developing
“The Portable Universe / El
Universo en Tus Manos: Thought
and Splendor of Indigenous
Colombia.”
Comprising approximately 400
works, including an unprecedented
number of loans from the Museo
del Oro in Bogota, this ground-

breaking exhibition presents the
diversity and materiality of ancient
Colombian cultures and reframes
how ancient Colombian art is
approached. With the European
conquest, Indigenous cultures and
knowledge, based on millennia of
intellectual efforts, were disregarded as crude superstition.
The Portable Universe is
designed to recapture some of that
knowledge and to envelop the
works with life and meaning, inviting visitors into a cultural dialogue
that spans both space and time. The
project also draws heavily on con-

temporary Indigenous understandings to evoke a worldview in which
ancient artworks have relevance for
today and the future.
The curatorial team has been
working in close collaboration with
the Arhuaco of the Sierra Nevada de
Santa Marta, who are supporting
and engaged in the project, part of a
long-term initiative in fostering
cross-cultural dialogue and knowledge exchange.
The event will be held from 6-8
p.m. on Sept. 29 at the Smidt
Welcome Plaza. LACMA is located
at 5905 Wilshire Blvd.
For information and to RSVP,
visit lacma.org/event/holding-histories-indigenous-artworks-colombia.

Beverly Center’s “Bingo @
Bev” will have two extra special
guests on Sept. 29. Latinx queens
Marta BeatChu and Godoy will
bring luck, laughter and looks to the
Center’s Grand Court in celebration
of Hispanic Heritage Month.
“Bingo @ Bev,” offered the
fifth Thursday of every month at 5
p.m., is a FREE event open to

guests age 21+. Tickets include
entry to the event, delicious treats
and two cocktails sponsored by
Uncle Nearest Premium Whiskey.
Tickets for a fabulous night of
bingo can be found at
eventbrite.com/e/bingo-bev-tickets-397452740847.
The Beverly Center is located at
8500 Beverly Blvd.

photo courtesy of The Beverly Center

Marta BeatChu and Godoy will appear at “Bingo @ Bev” on Sept. 29.

Bring an OREO-sized appetite for these Hot Cakes!
For
kids 12
& under

$9.95
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A special presentation concerning Colombian artworks will be held on
Sept. 29 at LACMA.

Wallis hosts author Anthony Doerr

The Wallis is partnering again
with Writers Bloc for a fall series of
conversations that will give deeper
insight into the literary process. On
Sept. 29, the Wallis will host
Anthony Doerr, the author of the
story collections “The Shell
Collector” and “Memory Wall,” the
memoir “Four Seasons in Rome,”
and the novels “About Grace” and
“All the Light We Cannot See,”
which was awarded the 2015
Pulitzer Prize for fiction and the
2015 Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Fiction, and “Cloud
Cuckoo Land,” which was a finalist
for the 2021 National Book Award
and Novel of the Year in the British
Book Awards.
The conversation will be moderated by David Ulin, the former
book critic for the Los Angeles
Times. Ulin writes frequently for
the Los Angeles Times on arts, culture and life in California. He is the
author of many books, including
“Sidewalking: Coming to Terms
with Los Angeles” and “The Lost

Art of Reading: Why Books Matter
in a Distracted Time.” He is the editor of several anthologies, including
the award-winning “Writing Los
Angeles: A Literary Anthology.”
For
information,
visit
thewallis.org/showinfo.php?id=685. The Wallis is
located at 9390 N. Santa Monica
Blvd.

One pancake with one egg any style
& choice of bacon or sausage
photo courtesy of The Wallis

Anthony Doerr has written books
like “About Grace” and “Cloud
Cuckoo Land.”

In the Original Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447
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‘Andor’ successfully explores political
unrest in a Rebel origin
Just what “Star Wars” needs: a
prequel to a prequel to “A New
Hope.” Exploring the backstory of
a “Rogue One” character seems an
odd choice. Sure, Diego Luna
played Rebel spy Cassian Andor
quite well. But that flick was a oneoff, space “Dirty Dozen” whose
hope lies in the crew’s successful
mission at great personal cost.
What’s left to tell?
One problem: “Andor” deifies
those expectations with a brilliant
start and absurdly vivid settings.
The three-episode premiere paints a
bleak portrait of life under the
Galactic Empire’s rule, especially
before the Rebellion made its presence known.
Totally and thematically, this
one’s a refreshing course correction. No Jedi. No deserts. No bounty hunters. Just life under fascism.
But does it feel like a “Star Wars”
story? That depends on what type

of fan you are. Based solely on the
trilogies, perhaps not. It’s markedly
slower and the stakes feel minor by
comparison. It begins when our title
character fights a couple security
officers from the Pre-Mor
Authority, a private conglomerate
charged with overseeing affiliated
planets in the Empire.
Cassian inadvertently kills one
and executes the second, fearing
reprisal. In response, local authorities start investigating, which culminates after three episodes. Sure,
the body count in “Star Wars” is
always high, but how often do we
process each exploding ship or
planet? A couple deaths seem like
the minor leagues. Frankly, it’s
strange what we normalize when
watching most action adventures.
Not in “Andor.” For once, a
“Story Wars” story highlights the
little deaths of all those disenfranchised by the Empire. The stakes, in
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Diego Luna and Stellan Skarsgård give thrilling performances in “Andor.”

fact, aren’t small because fascism’s
galactic hold begins with subjugating one have-not to his breaking
point, forcing him to commit a
heinous act.
But how did Cassian reach this
point – swimming in debt, trading
stolen tech, pushed to extreme desperation? Perhaps his childhood origin will help. For that we jump back
even further in time to his home
planet, which was ravaged by a
sanctioned mining operation. (FYI,
that means a prequel series that’s a
prequel to a prequel includes two
timelines of prequel story … moving on.)
Those flashbacks channel centuries of colonialism on this planet,
not far away. Uh oh, does that make
“Andor”
politically
aware?
Definitely. And it’s both the right
call and perfectly aligned with “Star
Wars” canon.
Yes, George Lucas tried to overtly address politics in “The Phantom
Menace,” only to be upstaged by
cartoonish characters and a host of
other clunky elements that obstructed a telling commentary. Before
that, however, social commentary
was always there. Lucas himself
meant for the original films to parallel the Vietnam War, comparing
the United States as the Empire.
So “Andor’s” focus on corruption
associated with capitalism, mercenary states and exploitation of
indigenous lands all makes sense.
It’s hard not to notice a likeness

Series brings distinguished speakers to Beverly Hills

The Distinguished Speakers
Series of the Westside has
announced the upcoming speakers
appearing in its seventh season at
the Saban Theater in Beverly Hills.
The season runs from Oct. 16
through April 30, and includes Ken
Burns, Misty Copeland, Neil
deGrasse Tyson, Admiral James
Stavridis, Cristina Mittermeier and
Bob Eubanks with Ticket to Ride.
Tickets to the series are sold in subscription packages ranging from
$210-$660 for all six evenings.
“We search the globe to find great
speakers whose accomplishments
and opinions challenge us. This season we look forward to riveting personal stories, epic photos taking us

on global adventures, learning from
science and historical greats and
laughing and listening in awe,” said
Kathy Winterhalder, co-owner of
the Distinguished Speakers Series
of the Westside. “What makes our
series unique is that instead of the
media selecting the sound bites or
quotes, our patrons can listen, submit questions and create their own
opinion.”
The series kicks off on Oct. 16
with ballet dancer Copeland, who
will detail the path to her becoming
the first Black principal dancer with
the prestigious American Ballet
Theatre.
DeGrasse Tyson will take the
stage on Nov. 13. Through a power-

photo courtesy of the Distinguished Speakers Series of the Westside

Documentary filmmaker Ken Burns will appear as the final speaker in
this year’s series on April 30.

ful narrative, the astrophysicist and
current head of the Hayden
Planetarium will explore the intersections between space, science,
culture and life itself.
Former Supreme Allied NATO
Commander and decorated admiral
Stavridis will speak on Jan. 22,
offering rare and timely insight on
the United States and the evolving
geopolitical climate, including the
War in Ukraine, the role of NATO
and its broader impact, U.S. foreign
policy and the global marketplace.
On Feb. 5, photographer
Mittermeier will take audiences on
an epic visual journey around the
most remote corners of the planet.
She was named as National
Geographic’s Adventurers of the
Year in 2018.
Eubanks will bring an inaugural
musical experience to audiences on
March 19 by sharing his neverbefore-heard stories about bringing
the Beatles to the United States. His
stories will be interlaced with
Beatles songs performed by the
tribute band Ticket to Ride.
The series will conclude with
Emmy award-winning documentarian filmmaker Burns on April 30.
He will chronicle the aspects of
U.S. history that make the country
unique by engaging and celebrating
commonalities.
The Saban Theatre is located at
8440 Wilshire Blvd. Each presentation begins at 7 p.m. Subscriptions
can be purchased by calling
(310)546-6222, and by visiting
speakersla.com.
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Diego Luna returns as Cassian in ‘Andor’

between the fascism in “Ardor” and
the projected endgame of the former emperor – apologies, president.
Look, if you want your media
content divorced from politics,
“Star Wars” has always been a deep
dive into political unrest. To view it
otherwise castrates the entire franchise’s most satisfying mysteries
(besides lightsaber fights and space
battles).
In the hands of showrunner Tony
Gilroy (the “Bourne” trilogy
scribe), who wrote “Rogue One,”
what might become a political slog
is a slow burn that illuminates
injustice and elevates the most vulnerable who will eventually make
up the Rebellion. After three
episodes, this is easily the smartest
“Star Wars” story, but hardly the
most thrilling.
Still, the third episode, which
concludes the series’ extended intro,

goes out with massive bang –
incredible action edited together
with perfection. As for all those
slower moments, nothing ever drifts
dull. But if Disney+ rolled out this
one in individual installments – not
three at once – there’d be hell to pay.
Two low-key episode conclusions are far less infuriating when
another chapter is immediately
available. Time will tell if future
entries deliver the goods each
week, especially since we’ve got
another nine to go, making
“Andor” the longest season of a
live-action series to date.
This one’s proof that behind any
passing meteor, a good story exists.
It only requires the right team on
screen and behind the scenes.
“Andor” sets off to uncharted territory – more mature, more gritty.
The outcome seems certain to
impress.
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Kemper supports bilingual educators
The Kemper Foundation has
announced it has awarded grants
totaling $150,000 to support
bilingual educators in the Greater
Los Angeles area. These grants
are the first of The Kemper
Foundation’s new Read Conmigo
program, which launched earlier
this year, and the grants represent
a key part of the program’s commitment to advancing education
by
supporting
elementary
Spanish-English bilingual programs and educators.
Grants of $3,000 were awarded
to 50 recipients for educational
resources, tools and materials, and
professional development. Read
Conmigo grants are focused on
strengthening bilingual literacy
skills and improved learning

opportunities for Latino students in
the classroom. Recipients were
selected based on their submitted
application and proposals by a
panel of The Kemper Foundation
principals
and
Foundation
partners including the California
Association
of
Bilingual
Educators.
“We’re very pleased with the
enthusiastic response to the launch
of the Read Conmigo program,”
said Barbara Ciesemier, president
of The Kemper Foundation. “That
underscores not only the importance of these funds to help
advance bilingual education but the
continued need to ensure
classrooms are supported. The
Kemper Foundation is more than
proud to be in the position to pro-

LAUSD receives naloxone to
combat overdoses in schools
In response to overdoses at public
schools, Los Angeles Unified
School District Superintendent
Alberto M. Carvalho announced on
Sept. 22 that naloxone, also known
as Narcan, will be made available at
all of the district’s K-12 campuses
in the coming weeks.
Naloxone is a pharmaceutical
that can rapidly reverse an opioid
overdose. The Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health is providing doses of naloxone free to the
district.
Carvalho said naloxone is a crucial response for individuals experiencing overdose from substances
like fentanyl, and temporarily
reverses the effects of an overdose
in emergency scenarios. Naloxone
is administered as a nasal spray.
“We have an urgent crisis on our
hands,” Carvalho said. “Research
shows that the availability of naloxone along with overdose education
is effective at decreasing overdoses
and death, and will save lives. We
will do everything in our power to
ensure that not another student in
our community is a victim to the
growing opioid epidemic. Keeping
students safe and healthy remains
our highest priority.”

The announcement came on the
heels of a Sept. 13 overdose that
claimed the life of a 15-year-old
student at Helen Bernstein High
School in Hollywood. At least
seven students in LAUSD schools
have recently suffered overdoses
after taking pills believed to contain
fentanyl, Carvalho announced. All
but the 15-year-old student at
Bernstein High School survived.
Two teens, one 15 and the other 16
years old, are in custody in connection with the fatal overdose at
Bernstein High School, and a second overdose involving a
Hollywood High School student.
The LAUSD is also implementing a safety task force, peer-to-peer
counseling and family academy
programming to address the overdose problem. The work will be
done in partnership with experts
and in coordination with the
LAUSD’s Parent and Community
Services program in the coming
months. The Health Information
Project, an organization training
high school juniors and seniors to
teach health education to their
freshmen peers, will be incorporated into the new approach addressing overdoses.

Japan Foundation exhibit details
connections between rail and art

Japan Foundation Los Angeles
presents “Engines of Progress:
Images of Railroad Culture in
Modern Japan from the Paulette
and Jack Lantz Collection” running
through Monday, Oct. 31.
Celebrating the 150th anniversary
of the first rail line in Japan, the exhibition focuses on railroad culture as
captured in mass-produced woodblock prints and related objects. It
shows how – after centuries of relative isolation and movement by foot,
horse and sailing vessel – that railroads were fundamental in Japan’s
rapid transformation in the age
of bunmei kaika (civilization and
development).

The images of trains show how
print artists used railway imagery to
project popular fantasies of the present and future. The railroad prints
are compared to other popular culture objects – lanterns, watches,
timetables and maps – so that visitors are transported aboard the “iron
dragons” and move through the
dynamic world of Japan’s modernization.
This exhibition is curated by Dr.
Kendall H. Brown, a professor of
Asian art history at California State
University. Long Beach. Japan
Foundation Los Angeles is located
at 5700 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 100.
For information, visit jflalc.org.
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The exhibit showcases wood block prints of trains during a period when
Japan was undergoing significant modernization.

vide teachers with the ability to
bring their vision to life to make an
impact in their bilingual classrooms and ultimately their communities.”
The Kemper Foundation will
annually award up to 100 grants of
$3,000 in two grant cycles to eligible Spanish-English bilingual educators in elementary public and
charter schools. Read Conmigo’s
first cycle was launched in five
counties of the Greater Los
Angeles area. The program is
expected to expand to additional
markets in the U.S. for the Spring
2023 grant cycle.
To learn more about The
Kemper Foundation and Read
Conmigo, visit thekemperfoundation.org/ read-conmigo.

According to LACDPH, fentanyl
and methamphetamine-related overdose deaths have increased in Los
Angeles County, even prior to the
pandemic, and continue to rise at an
alarming rate. There has also been a
growing trend of illicit drugs and contaminated pills containing fentanyl
being sold, district officials said.
The LAUSD is working with
LACDPH to develop training and
education about naloxone. The
naloxone doses will be delivered
first to high schools over the next
two weeks. Additional schools will
receive doses when they are
received
from
LACDPH.
Appropriate staff, such as nurses,
wellness center providers and
trained volunteers, will be or have
already been trained to administer
naloxone, Carvalho said. Training
for district staff will begin in early
October.
“The district has no higher calling than the safety of its students,”
student board member Nathaniel
Shin said. “I am grateful for the
support of the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health for
providing this tool to protect student health. I am also thankful for
the staff who will train in its use.
Narcan saves lives.”
For information, visit lausd.net.
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The Kemper Foundation’s Read Conmigo program supports elementary
Spanish-English bilingual programs and educators.

Sticker Planet celebrates 30th
anniversary with fun activities
Sticker Planet at the Original
Farmers Market is celebrating its
30th anniversary with a special
event on Saturday, Oct. 1, from 10
a.m.-1 p.m. All visitors can participate in free sticker-art crafting
projects, receive free stickers and
temporary tattoos, and enjoy special sweet treats. The store is also
offering 30% online discounts on
Oct. 2 on all stickers-by-the-sheet.

Sticker Planet opened in 1992
with one guiding principle, if it
would stick, they’d sell it. Over
the last three decades, Sticker
Planet has become a destination
for people searching for stickers
in all shapes, sizes and categories.
The Original Farmers Market is
located at 6333 W. Third St. For
information, visit stickerplanet.
com.

photo courtesy of Sticker Planet

Sticker Planet offers thousands of different types of stickers that are
fun for the whole family.
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Academy Museum marks one year
of celebrating movies

The Academy Museum of
Motion Pictures will celebrate its
one-year anniversary on Sept. 30
with a special screening of “The
Wiz” (1978), the beloved Motown
version of “The Wizard of Oz”
(1939), which was shown with a
live orchestra accompaniment on
the museum’s opening day in 2021.
Director Sidney Lumet followed a
string of Oscar-winning 1970s classics with this lavish adaptation of
the popular Broadway musical
“The Wiz,” noted for its lively
score and all-Black cast. The
Academy Museum’s first anniversary screening of “The Wiz” will
feature live dance performances by
the Debbie Allen Dance Studio
youth performers.
In its first year of operation, the
Academy Museum sold more than
700,000 tickets, presented 535 individual film screenings and hosted
137 education and public programs,
many of which featured notable
film artists. Half the museum’s visitors were under the age of 40 and
half identified as belonging to
underrepresented ethic and racial
communities. The Academy
Museum Store also launched to
great success, with over $6 million
in sales both in-store and online.
Additionally, the museum launched
a publishing imprint and debuted
three catalogues for its temporary
exhibitions “H’ayao Miyazaki” and
“Regeneration: Black Cinema
1898–1971,” as well as the gallery
“Director’s Inspiration: Spike Lee,”

in addition to releasing the first season of “The Academy Museum
Podcast.” Over the past year, the
museum’s membership has grown
to more than 24,000 and the website saw 2.2 million unique visitors.
“We are thrilled with the success
we’ve seen in the museum’s first
year and grateful for the warm welcome we have received from the
communities of Los Angeles,” said
Jacqueline Stewart, director and
president of the Academy Museum
of Motion Pictures. “The extraordinary commitment we received from
our generous donors has far surpassed our expectations, both in
financial contributions and in gifts
of important materials which are
expanding our collection. The foundation of supporters the museum
has cultivated, including visitors of
all backgrounds and our growing
family of Academy Members, will
help us continue to flourish and to
serve our mission of advancing the
understanding, celebration and
preservation of cinema.”
“Since our founding days, the
Academy has dreamed of opening a
museum that would bring the
artistry of filmmaking and the
Academy’s unparalleled collection
to the world,” said Bill Kramer,
chief executive officer of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. “We could not be
more thrilled with the success of
our opening year, and we are deeply
grateful to the Academy Museum
team, the Academy Museum

Hypercars showcase at Petersen
The Petersen Automotive
Museum’s “Hypercars: The Allure
of the Extreme,” one of the largest
collections of the world’s most
high-tech and rare vehicles from
premiere manufacturers to emerging startups, has welcomed 14
new vehicles to its exhibit. From
its opening in December 2021 in
the Bruce Meyer Family Gallery
and the museum lobby and
through its closing on May 14,
2023, 30 hypercars will have
rotated throughout the exhibit’s
tenure to the excitement of automotive enthusiasts and casual fans
alike.
Notable vehicles that joined the
exhibit are the Hyperion XP-1,

Bugatti Chiron Pur Sport, Pagani
Zonda Tricolore, Porsche 918
Spyder, McLaren Elva and the
Lamborghini Sian FKP 37. The
exhibit is also one of the first
opportunities to see the 2020
Zenvo TSR-S in North America,
Ferrari is represented by the
Monza SP1 and the only publicly
viewable 2020 FXX-K Evo, and
three Koenigsegg vehicles – the
2021 Gemera, 2019 Regera
“Gotham” and the 2015 One:1 –
round out the display of automotive luxury and performance.
“We’re thrilled that new and
returning visitors will get to experience our hypercars exhibit
through a different line-up,” said

photo courtesy of Petersen Automotive Museum

The 2022 Bugatti Chiron Pur Sport has joined the “Hypercars” exhibit at
Petersen Automotive Museum.

Board, our Academy Board of
Governors, and all our Academy
members who helped to make this
possible.”
In its inaugural year, the museum’s exhibition other offerings
included “Stories of Cinema,”
which spans three floors and 18 different galleries; “Backdrop: An
Invisible Art”; “The Path to
Cinema: Highlights from the
Richard Balzer Collection”; “The
Oscars Experience”; “The Pixar
Toy Story 3D Zoetrope”; and
“Isaac Julien: Baltimore,” which
was programmed in conjunction
with “Regeneration” and opened on
Aug. 21.
Upcoming exhibitions include
“Hollywoodland.” opening Fall
2023 and “John Waters: The Pope
of Trash,” opening Fall 2023.
Updates to the ongoing core exhibition “Stories of Cinema” include
“The Art of Moviemaking: The
Godfather,” opening Nov. 3;
“Directors Inspiration: Agnès
Varda,” also opening Nov. 3; object
rotations in the “Identity,” “Story,”
“Inventing Worlds and Characters:
Animation,” and “Academy
Awards History” galleries; and new
vignettes in the “Significant
Movies and Moviemakers” gallery,
opening in February 2023, which
will
showcase
the
films
“Casablanca” (1942) and “BOYZ
N THE HOOD” (1991), plus a
focus the life and career of the documentarian, visual artist, journalist
and activist Lourdes Portillo.

Petersen Automotive Museum
executive director Terry L. Karges.
“It’s rare to see any one of these
elite vehicles in public, let alone an
entire collection of them, and they
each stand as a testament to what a
hypercar truly is.”
Mainstays that will continue
with the exhibit are the two
motorcycles tantamount to the
hypercar aesthetic: the 2014 Lotus
C-01 and the 2021 Aston Martin
Brough Superior AMB 01.
Previous vehicles on display
include the 2016 Pagani Huayra
Hermes
Edition,
2018
Koenigsegg Agera RS FE “Thor,”
2008 Bugatti Veyron and the 2023
De Tomaso P72.
In addition to launching the new
exhibition, Nio, the producer of the
EP9 Hypercar featured in the
museum’s Hypercars Pt.1 exhibition, has donated 1 of the 16 EP9s
produced to benefits the museum’s
charity auction taking place on
Oct. 1. This particular EP9 has
been hand painted by artist Nicolai
Sclater with a one-of-a-kind livery.
The donation marks a new era for
the Petersen’s annual fundraiser by
being the largest auction item ever
offered for sale. The NIO EP9 is
considered one of the rarest and
world’s fastest electric vehicles
due to it breaking multiple lap
records, including the well-known
Nurburgring Nordschleife lap in
2017.
Bidding on the EP9 is hosted by
Bonhams Marketplace and details
can be found at themarket.bonhams.com/us/listings/nio/ep9/7ec2
8b3a-bdd5-4ba8-b921857bb9a151d2.
For more information about current and future exhibits at the
Petersen
Museum,
visit
petersen.org.
The Petersen Automotive
Museum is located 6060 Wilshire
Blvd.
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The Saban Building reopened its doors as the Academy Museum on
Sept. 30, 2021.

The Academy Museum has
become a home for Hollywood’s
first-run film premieres. In its first
year of operation, “Ambulance”
(2021), “Belfast” (2021), “Being
the Ricardo’s” (2021), “House of
Gucci” (2021) and “Last Night in
Soho” (2021) all premiered at the
museum.
Additionally, Fanny’s Restaurant
and Café at the Academy Museum
was brought to life by restaurateurs
Bill Chait and Carl Schuster with
generous support from the Fran &
Ray Stark Foundation. Named after

Fanny Brice – the legendary movie,
vaudeville, theater and radio star
portrayed by Barbra Streisand in
her Oscar-winning role in “Funny
Girl” (1968) – the two-story,
10,000-square-foot space saw more
than 150,000 guests in its first year
for lunch and dinner service and
hosted a number of high-profile private events.
For tickets and information about
the Academy Museum, visit academymuseum.org. The Academy
Museum is located at 6067 Wilshire
Blvd.

Gabriela Martinez hits BroadStage

Gabriela Martinez will perform
for one evening presented by
BroadStage at The Eli and Edythe
Broad Stage on Saturday, Oct. 1 at
7:30 p.m. at the Santa Monica
Performing Arts Center.
Versatile, daring and insightful, Venezuelan pianist Gabriela
Martinez has received rave
reviews for the lyricism of her
playing, her compelling interpretations and her elegant stage
presence. Martinez returns to
BroadStage following her

appearance at The Edye with an
evening of both contemporary
and classical compositions
including Caroline Shaw’s
“Gustave
Le
Gray,”
Beethoven’s
“Bagatelles
(Selections)” and Mazzoli’s
“Heartbreaker.”
Tickets starting at $40 are available at broadstage.org or by calling (310)434-3200, or visiting the
box office at 1310 11th St., Santa
Monica, beginning two hours
prior to performance.
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Gabriela Martinez will play on Oct. 1 at BroadStage.

‘Desert Stories’ premieres at
L.A. Theatre Center
The Autry will host the world premiere of “Desert Stories for Lost Girls
by Native Voices.” The play is written
by Lily Rushing Genízaro and directed by Sylvia Cervantes Blush.
When 18-year-old Carrie moves
in with her grandmother, Rosa, she
is thrown into a world of memory
and mystery that unearths her family’s identity – shining a light on a
dark and bloody period in the histo-

ry of the American Southwest.
The production is made in collaboration with Native Voices and
runs Sept. 30-Oct. 16 at the Los
Angeles Theatre Center, which is
located at 514 S. Spring St.
Performances are at 8 p.m. on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays,
and 4 p.m. on Sundays.
For tickets and information, visit
theautry.org/native-voices-at-the-autry.
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‘Hocus Pocus,’ ‘Nightmare’ screen at El Capitan Recitals announced for LA Phil
Tickets are on sale now to see
Disney’s “Hocus Pocus” Oct. 7-13
and Disney and Tim Burton’s “The
Nightmare Before Christmas” in
4D Oct. 14-31 presented by
Disney+ Hallowstream at the El
Capitan Theatre.
Guests attending a “Hocus
Pocus” screening can view movie
props on display from the Walt
Disney Archives, including the
spell book, a statue and a broom.
Guests can take pictures at a
“Hocus Pocus” photo op during the
movie’s run.
Moviegoers can get into the

Halloween spirit by purchasing
specialty concessions during
“Hocus Pocus” showings. A
Donald Duck Candy Corn Sipper
with bottled beverage and glow-inthe-dark Mickey Mummy Bucket
with 64-ounce popcorn will be
available.
The El Capitan Theatre will have
an opening night fan event for “The
Nightmare Before Christmas” in
4D on Oct. 14 at 7 p.m. Guests can
join Disney Legend Don Hahn, X
Atencio’s daughter, Tori Atencio
McCullough, former director of
interior design at Walt Disney
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Kathy Najimy, Bette Milder and Sarah Jessica Parker star in “Hocus
Pocus,” showing at the El Capitan Oct. 7-13.

Imagineering and granddaughter
Kelsey McCullough, manager,
innovation product development at
Disney Studios, as they discuss the
legacy Atencio left behind.
Fans watching “The Nightmare
Before Christmas” in 4D can view
movie props on display from the
Walt Disney Archives, including
Jack’s house and Town Hall. A
photo op for “The Nightmare
Before Christmas” will be available.
Specialty concessions during
“The Nightmare Before Christmas”
in 4D include a Zero Light Up
Premium Bucket with 64-ounce
popcorn and an Oogie Boogie
Popcorn with gummy worms.
Showtimes for “Hocus Pocus”
are 10:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. plus 9:55 p.m. showings on Fridays and Saturdays.
Tickets are on sale now and $16 for
all ages.
Showtimes for “The Nightmare
Before Christmas” in 4D are 10:00
a.m., 1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. plus 9:55 p.m. showings
Friday through Sunday. Tickets are
$16 for all ages. Tickets are on sale
now at elcapitantickets.com and
fandango.com/el-capitan-theatreaacon/theater-page. All seats are
reserved. For information, call
1(800)DISNEY-6.

Getty acquires rare photos,
busts and bronze art
The J. Paul Getty Museum has
acquired a collection of 209 photographs by French photographer
Eugè ne Atget, two magnificent
busts by French sculptor Charles
Cordier, and a pair of rare bronze
reliefs by the Italian Renaissance
sculptor and architect Bartolomeo
Ammannati.
“The transformational acquisition of Atget photographs, a portion
of which is a gift to the museum,
makes our holdings of this artist
among the most significant in the
country,” said Timothy Potts, Maria
Hummer-Tuttle and Robert Tuttle
Director of the J. Paul Getty
Museum. “We are especially grateful to Dan and Mary Solomon for
their astute eye in building this collection and their generosity in offering it to Getty, where it will further
enrich our representation of late

19th and early 20th century French
photography by its most innovative
and forward-looking practitioner.”
“The pair of portrait busts by
Charles Cordier, representing a
man and a woman of North African
descent, are the most renowned and
splendid of a series of studies the
artist made of Black subjects as
representations of universal beauty,” Potts said. “These lavishly
polychromed bronze and stone portraits will become one of the highlights of our 19th-century sculpture
collection and provide a muchneeded opportunity to critique the
representation of Black subjects
and narratives in colonial times.
The two bronze reliefs by
Ammannati are rare masterpieces
of Renaissance sculpture by one of
Michelangelo’s closest colleagues
and friends. One of the reliefs is
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The photo “Montmartre - Rue du
Chevalier de la Barre” is among
the work by Eugène Atget
acquired by the Getty.

indeed an homage to the greatest of
all 16th-century sculptors, and the
impact of his achievement on
Ammannati is clear in the second
relief showing a pair of river gods.”
The Getty is located at 1200
Getter Center Dr. For information,
visigetty.edu.

KCCLA presents concert celebrating diplomatic ties
The Korean Cultural Center Los
Angeles; the South Korea Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism; and
the Korean Foundation for

photo courtesy of KCCLA

“Lee Hee-moon L.A. Concert–
Hanguk Namja” will be held on
Oct. 7 in UCLA’s Royce Hall.

International Cultural Exchange
present “Lee Hee-moon L.A.
Concert–Hanguk Namja” on
Friday, Oct. 7, at 8 p.m. in UCLA’s
Royce Hall.
The concert is part of commemorative events marking the 140th
anniversary of Korean-U.S. diplomatic ties.
“Hanguk Namja” (“Korean
men”) is a performance project
with Korean traditional vocalist
Lee Hee-moon, the jazz band
Prelude and background vocal duo
Nomnom. “Hanguk Namja” was
formed in 2017, presenting creative
music based on the new musical
composition of Gyeonggi folk
songs and jazz.
In the L.A. concert, folk songs
from the Gyeongseodo area such as
Nanbong-ga,
Beteul-ga
and
Cheongchun-ga, which are representative songs of “Hanguk
Namja,” and Gyeonggi jobga will
be performed. The concert will

blend Korean folk music, jazz,
Eastern and Western music.
“I am very happy to hold the first
L.A. performance of Lee Heemoon, a creative Korean singer in
Korea who breaks down the barriers between various music genres,
and I hope this performance will be
a good opportunity to promote the
excellence of Korean traditional
culture and expand the Korean
Wave (Hallyu),” KCCLA director
Sangwon Jung said.
“I’m truly delighted to be performing here in the Los Angeles
area which has a special meaning
for the Korea-U.S. alliance and
marks the 140th anniversary of
Korean and US diplomatic relations,” Lee added. “I hope that this
performance helps the expansion of
K-Culture.”
The concert is free but advance
reservations are required. For tickets and information, visit kccla.org
and roycehall.org.

This season, the Los Angeles
Philharmonic’s 2022/23 Colburn
Celebrity Recital series at Walt
Disney Concert Hall presents 10
one-night-only
performances
from world class instrumental virtuosi to stellar operatic voices
from across the globe.
The 2022/23 Colburn Celebrity
Recital series begins with a piano
recital by Sir András Schiff on
Oct. 11 at 8 p.m., followed by an
evening featuring soprano Renée
Fleming and pianist Jean-Yves
Thibaudet together in a collaborative recital on Oct. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
On Nov. 15 at 8 p.m., is the
world premiere of an immersive,
multimedia staged journey,
“Electric Fields,” with live, interactive projection, costumes and
lights. “Electric Fields” features
music by Hildegard von Bingen,
Barbara Strozzi and Francesca
Caccini, reimagined by David
Chalmin and Bryce Dessner (of
The National), alongside new
works by Chalmin and Dessner,
performed by pianists Katia and
Marielle Labèque and soprano
Barbara Hannigan, and directed
and designed by Netia Jones.
In 2023, the series continues
with pianist Seong-Jin Cho in a
recital ranging from Handel and
Brahms to Schumann and
Gubaidulina on Jan. 8 at 7:30 p.m.
The next recital on Jan. 28 at 2
p.m. brings together Emmanuel
Ax, Yo-Yo Ma and Leonidas
Kavakos on stage for a special
evening of Beethoven. Ax then
performs a solo recital on Feb. 1
at 8 p.m.
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Soprano Renée Fleming will perform with pianist Jean-Yves
Thibaudet on Oct. 16.

March features a recital by
pianist Igor Levit, playing the
Beethoven piano sonatas on
March 12 at 7:30 p.m. Later that
month, violinist Hilary Hahn
offers her take on solo Bach
pieces on March 15 at 8 p.m. We
round out the series in spring with
Hélène Grimaud, performing
Beethoven, Schumann and
Brahms, April 19 at 8 p.m., and
lastly, Víkingur Ólafsson taking
the stage for works by Mozart and
his contemporaries on May 10, at
8 p.m.
For tickets and information,
visit laphil.com. The Walt Disney
Concert Hall is located at 111 S.
Grand Ave.

Hollywood Forever exumes
spooky haunted history

On Oct. 2 the Art Deco Society
of Los Angeles will “dig up the
dirt” on Hollywood’s history – and
several of its scandals – through a
walking tour of the 123-year-old
Hollywood Forever Cemetery at
6000 Santa Monica Blvd. Visit the
gravesites of early Hollywood stars,
movie moguls and pioneers, hearing fascinating tales from historians
and living history interludes.
Guided walking tours will depart
(rain or shine) from the parking lot
behind the Cathedral Mausoleum
(in the southeast corner of the
cemetery) every 20 minutes, from
10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. Cost of
the approximately 2 1/2- to 3-hour
tour is $20 per person ($16 for
ADSLA members). Comfortable
walking shoes (tourgoers will be
walking on uneven, grassy terrain),
water and sunscreen are recom-

mended. Parking and check-in are
at the parking lot behind the
Cathedral Mausoleum.
Featured on the tour are those
who mapped Hollywood – including Col. Griffith J. Griffith and
Hollywood founder Harvey Wilcox
– and those who put Hollywood on
the map: matinee idol Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., heartthrob Rudolph
Valentino, actress and William
Randolph Hearst mistress Marion
Davies, filmmaker Cecil B.
DeMille, screen siren Barbara La
Marr, slain director William
Desmond Taylor and over 20 other
legendary Los Angelenos.
To purchase tickets, visit
prod1.agileticketing.net/websales/pages/info.aspx?evtinfo=304
923. Hollywood Forever Cemetery
is located at 6000 Santa Monica
Blvd.

Wallis hosts gala fundraiser
The Wallis Annenberg Center for
the Performing Arts held a gala
fundraiser on Sept. 21 that raised $2.6
million for the center. James Corden
hosted the evening and surprise performers included John Fogerty.
Pictured from left honorary event

co-chairs Stewart and Lynda
Resnick, Gwen Stefani, honoree
Irving Azoff, Meghan Trainor and
Michael Nemeroff, chairman of the
Wallis Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts. Stefani and
Trainor also performed.

photo by Alex J. Berliner, ABImages
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Candidates outline plans for WeHo
From page 1

decision to defund the sheriff’s
department and remove $3 million
from their budget was a huge error.
The city has the resources to fully
fund the sheriff's department. The
council decision was based on politics rather than any rational justification, especially with the
increased property crime and
homelessness that we are facing in
the city.”
Duran said he wants to support
businesses, arguing that translates
to better-funded social programs
from the city’s “most vulnerable
community members,” including
“seniors, the LGBT community,
people living with HIV and immigrants.”
Duran named public safety as the
most pressing issue currently facing
the city, but also noted that he is
against a proposal that would
reduce Fountain Avenue from four
lanes to two lanes to create a permanent bike lane on the street.
“Our West Hollywood residents
know that Fountain Avenue is the
only artery that flows freely while
Santa Monica Boulevard and the
Sunset Strip are jammed,” Duran
said. “While bike lanes may help
some cyclists, it would dramatically
impact the entire city with bottlenecked traffic from La Brea to La
Cienega. All east/west thoroughfares (Sunset Boulevard, Fountain
Avenue and Santa Monica
Boulevard) will suffer dramatic
traffic jams. Additionally, the individuals who live on Fountain
Avenue do not have garages, and
there is zero available parking on
the adjacent streets. This is the third

rail of West Hollywood politics –
do not touch Fountain Avenue.”
Duran also noted the inexperience of some candidates, contrasting it with his own, long tenure on
the council, as well as his over 30
years as a city resident.
“Some of the candidates running
for West Hollywood council have
lived in the city for five years or
less. Yet, these are the individuals
who play politics in the local
Democratic clubs and Democratic
party (and are receiving their
endorsements). They are ‘Mini Me’
extensions of the current council
who just wish to use the West
Hollywood council service as a
launch pad for higher office. They
moved here in the past few years
and believe that they know best
what will work for this 1.9 square
miles of heaven.”
He added that West Hollywood is
“unlike neighboring Los Angeles.”
“It is 35,000 souls densely
jammed into 1.9 square miles. Each
decision requires deliberative
thought about unintended consequences, advantages and disadvantages with balancing of interests –
and a great deal of patience and prudence. The newcomers to town
should spend some time here first
before asking to serve on the political body that impacts our residents
far more than Sacramento or
Washington D.C.”
Duran is endorsed by the
Association for Los Angeles Deputy
Sheriffs, the Los Angeles County
Firefighters Association, the West
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
PAC and the West Hollywood

Political Action Committee.
For information, visit johnduranforweho.com.
Chelsea Byers
Chelsea Byers is a human services
commissioner for the city of West
Hollywood, as well as being an
appointee to the 6th Cycle Housing
Element Task Force in the city. She
also serves on the board of directors
for National Women’s Political
Caucus and Abundant Housing Los
Angeles, and is also the outgoing
president of the Westside Young
Democrats.
Byers sees housing as the most
pressing issue facing the city.
“We have a moral obligation to
create housing for the next generation in West Hollywood,” Byers
said. “We have failed to build the
amount of housing required to keep
housing prices affordable and to prevent displacement, which has influenced our homelessness crisis and
priced people out of our communities. As a queer, inclusive, sanctuary,
pro-choice city, West Hollywood
must ensure we are building the
types of housing required to support
the diverse lifestyles that are most
cared for in our community. This
includes trans and queer people,
women, immigrants and political
refugees.”
Byers also said that the city holds
responsibility in leading the charge
against climate change.
“Tackling [climate] issues in our
1.9 square miles requires a thoughtful perspective, lived experience and
collaboration across jurisdictions. I
live without a personal vehicle and

E-bike program extended in West Hollywood
From page 1

tive solutions to transportation
challenges and to balance the needs
of people who walk, bike, use transit and drive in the city of West
Hollywood.”
Under the Sept. 19 directive, city
staff will hire a consultant to construct the framework for a permanent program, which the City
Council will consider next spring.
“Increasing biking infrastructure,
including expanding our e-bike
program, will make biking around
our city and the region safer and
more accessible for people who do
not wish to travel solely by cars,”
Councilwoman Lindsey Horvath
said. “Additionally, recognizing
that connecting to Metro rail is our
ultimate goal, e-bikes will become
a critical first/last mile option for
people commuting by regional

transit.”
“Committing to policies and programs of a sustainable future
requires that we take the next steps
in as many areas as soon as possible,” Councilman John D’Amico
said. “Sustainability is no longer
limited to hybrid cars and extra
insulation. It requires investment in
infrastructure and some fundamental behavior change – things that
cities like ours are well positioned
to do.”
The program has been of particular interest to Councilman John
Erickson, who initiated the agenda
item calling for e-bike charging stations.
“I’m an e-bike user myself. I
actually rode my bike to the meeting,” Erickson said. “And yes, I
rode it home [when the meeting

was over] at 1:30 in the morning.
And you know, they’re actually a
great way to get around. They’re
easy, they’re accessible. But what
happens if you’re riding and ran out
of a little bit of juice? So, I was
thinking West Hollywood could
help lead the way. We need to continue to push forward for the use of
electric vehicles and e-bikes as we
continue to improve our infrastructure throughout the city.”
The ban on new gas stations will
“encourage the development of
infrastructure that will continue to
be relevant and help [the city] meet
[its] ambitious goals,” Contreras
said.
“The city has established policies
and programs aimed at encouraging
electric vehicle ownership and
improving electric vehicle charging

John Duran

Chelsea Byers

use our public transit system and
shared mobility services to navigate
our community and I see on a dayto-day basis how unsafe it is for people to make these choices for themselves. I have built strong relationships with our neighboring communities and with leading advocacy
organizations like Streets for All
which are necessary partners in creating dedicated, safe pathways to
reduce vehicle dependence across
Los Angeles and address our climate
goals,” Byers said.
She sees the climate and housing
issues as intersecting with other
needs within the community.
“The safer we make our streets,
the more people will reduce their
dependence on vehicles, and a more
streamlined urban landscape will
allow for new housing possibilities
and thriving businesses. With a longtime housing and homelessness crisis and an evolving public health crisis, we must do much more to ensure
affordable housing and services are
available here. We can be the best

city in the world if we live up to our
values of inclusivity – and in today’s
political climate, it’s more important
than ever that we do so,” Byers said.
Byers also touted her endorsements, which include Los Angeles
City Councilman Mike Bonin, 11th
District, Assemblywoman Laura
Friedman (D-Burbank), former
West Hollywood Mayor Abbe Land
and current West Hollywood
Councilman John Erickson, along
with the SEIU-121RN nurses union,
the SEIU-UHW health care workers
union, the Unite Here Local 11 hotel
workers union and the UFCW 770
grovery store workers union.
Additionally, she has earned the support of the Los Angeles County
Democratic Party and the Los
Angeles Labor Federation.
“I am proud to have built a dedicated and diverse coalition of supporters from across the region who
care deeply about the future of our
community,” Byers said.
For
information,
visit
chelsea4weho.com.

readiness in the city,” Contreras
added. “Not only does the prohibition on new fossil fuel service stations in West Hollywood encourage
alternatives to fossil fuel consumption, but it moves the city closer to
meeting its desired target of carbon
neutrality, or net-zero green house
gas emissions, for West Hollywood
by 2035.”
“Prohibiting the expansion of gas
stations and investing in EV charging stations throughout the city –
including co-location at existing
gas stations – will provide people
with the practical infrastructure that
helps to instill confidence to switch
to electric vehicles,” Horvath said.
“We need to be investing in our
clean energy future today.”
During the same Sept. 19 meeting, the council also received an
update on the development of a
Climate Action Dashboard, which
aims to further its commitment to a
green future by keeping the community informed online of the

city’s green energy programs.
Contreras noted that the city is currently moving forward with 20 different climate measures and 60
sub-actions. Information on the
city’s green initiatives can be found
at weho.org/climateaction.
Horvath said that the city’s climate plans have “provided a clear
roadmap for a sustainable, clean
energy future.”
D’Amico noted that there is still
more work to be done.
“I would hope that the city would
press forward with requiring green
building retrofits for all existing
multi-family buildings including
rain water retention requirements,
expanded transit options including
an expansion of our bike giveaway
program and protected bike lanes,
programs that highlight local food
sourcing over frozen and imports,
and a further expansion of our tree
canopy to reduce heat island effects
of concrete and asphalt,” D’Amico
said.

LADWP increases rebates for efficient air conditioners Foundation honors first responders

The Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power has launched its
new Cool LA initiative, a program
that will increase rebates for energy
efficient air conditioners from $75 to
$225 for low-income customers.
Mayor Eric Garcetti also announced
a new level-pay billing program that
will allow customers to spread their
utility payments evenly over a 12month period.
“The impacts of the climate emergency are on our doorstep, and as we
continue our work to make L.A. a
carbon-neutral city, we can’t wait to
bring solutions to people on the front
lines of this crisis today,” Garcetti
said. “Cool LA will bring needed
relief from the heat to over a quarter

million of our most vulnerable
Angelenos and is the latest step in
our work to ensure communities
bearing the brunt of climate change
get immediate support.”
Through Cool LA, income-eligible LADWP customers who purchase window, room and portable air
conditioners will receive an
increased rebate of $225. All other
LADWP customers will continue to
be eligible for a $75 rebate for room
air conditioners. Eligibility will be
largely income based, although
seniors and physically disabled
Angelenos are encouraged to check
their eligibility.
For more information, visit
ladwp.com/cool-la.

Nearly 300 AC units are eligible
for the rebate. Roughly 237,000
Angelenos are expected to be eligible.
The new level-pay program will
help LADWP customers better budget for utility bills during the hotter
months. The program will estimate
a set monthly utility bill amount
based on a customer’s historical
usage, so they don’t need to worry
about higher bills from increased
electricity use during summer.
“We need to act now to help out all
Angelenos by giving the most vulnerable an option to stay cool, while
removing the stress of paying summer utility bills,” LADWP board
president Cynthia McClain-Hill said.

The First Responders Children’s
Foundation will hold “A
Celebration of First Responder
Heroes” on Thursday, Sept. 29,
from 6:45-8 p.m. at The London
West Hollywood.
The event will honor the Los
Angeles Fire Department COVID19 Task Force and Malibu Search
and Rescue, as well as the Dodgers
Corporation. LAFD Chief Kristin
Cowley will address the audience,
and LAPD Chief Michel Moore is
scheduled to attend, along with
representatives from other agencies.
First Responders Children’s

Foundation supports first responder families and agencies. Event
co-chairs include Jillian Crane,
president and CEO of the First
Responders
Children’s
Foundation, as well as Lisa
Hamilton
Daly,
Beverly
Denenberg, Rita Hsiao and Lionel
Leventhal. The organization will
also formally launch its Resiliency
Program at the event providing
mental and behavioral health counseling. The London West
Hollywood is located at 1020 N.
San Vicente Blvd. To RSVP, call
(646)822-4236,
email
Lindsay@1stRCF.org.
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Encampments are being addressed by city

From page 1

posted notifying people living
there, and outreach workers meet
with unhoused individuals in an
effort to link them with resources
and housing, Simard said.
“This is all part of our regular
approach to outreach that is done
before sites are cleaned,” she added.
“I believe we’ve had outreach workers going out there regularly.”
The city partners with the Los
Angeles County Housing Authority
and organizations such as People
Assisting the Homeless, or PATH, to
conduct outreach. Simard said the
last cleaning was held at the site on
Willoughby Avenue on Sept. 2, and
another is scheduled for the end of
October. A specific date has not
been scheduled, but notices will be
placed in the area at least 24-72
hours before the cleaning occurs,
she said. The city does not publicly
announce when and where the
encampment cleanings will occur
other than posting notices onsite.
Cleanings are conducted by
workers from L.A. Sanitation, and
outreach workers and police officers
are present. People staying at the
sites are allowed to take their

belongings but must leave the area.
Those willing to accept services are
linked with resources.
Monico added that the LAPD also
takes a comprehensive approach to
addressing individuals at encampments. If someone is experiencing a
mental health crises, personnel from
the department’s Mental Evaluation
Team are dispatched to determine
whether they need psychiatric treatment. In some cases, outreach workers from LAHSA and other organizations are sent to assist the individuals.
Each instance is addressed on a caseby-case basis, but the focus is on getting people help.
“Nobody should be out there in
those conditions,” Monico added.
“They do clean ups probably once a
month. The senior lead officers go
out there and the service providers go
out there when the clean ups are
done.”
The site of the encampment on
Willoughby Avenue is a short distance from a new five-story project
at 843 N. La Brea Ave. that will
include 49 units of supportive housing for homeless individuals.
Known as The Pointe on La Brea

project, the building is currently
under construction at the former site
of an auto repair shop. The project is
being financed through approximately $16 million in city housing
bonds and approximately $10 million from Proposition HHH, a bond
measure approved by voters in 2016
for the construction of supportive
housing. The Pointe on La Brea is
being built by EAH Housing, which
broke ground in early 2022 and
plans to open the building in early
2024. Simard said Koretz helped
identify the site and has supported
the project through the city process.
Nichols said he remains hopeful
that the city will address the homeless issue in the Melrose area, and
added that it is the source of many
problems.
“It’s been a nightmare,” he added.
Other groups also remain critical
of the city’s efforts to clear encampments, including Fairfax Mutual
Aid, which is comprised of community activists in the Beverly Grove
and Fairfax District.
“Five unhoused people die a day
in Los Angeles,” said Fairfax
Mutual Aid member Meggie Kelley,
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The city is planning an additional cleaning on Willoughby Avenue near
La Brea Avenue at the end of October.

in a statement. “The city is neglecting the housing crisis and instead of
addressing the cause, they focus on
the symptoms to perpetuate a fear
mongering narrative of those experiencing chronic homelessness. The
city needs to focus on permanent
supportive housing with wraparound services instead of ineffective interim ‘solutions’ that continue
to fail people with false promises of

a path toward permanent housing.
Constituents living on the streets
deserve the exact same resources,
care and support as housed people.
Encampment sweeps are ineffective. They are nothing more than a
game of whack a mole and repeatedly displace unhoused residents,
isolating them and severing [them]
from community support and
resources.”

City approves cameras in all city parking structures
From page 1

remaining parking structures by
December 2023.
The project’s price tag, which
exceeds $2.85 million, raised questions from some council members.
Councilwoman Sharona Nazarian
said that while she is “all for safety
and security,” she urged her colleagues to be mindful of directing
funds away from other projects that
could have a bigger impact.
Stainbrook said over the past two
years, there were no recorded crimes
at three parking structures, and there
were three or less crimes recorded at

12 of the city’s garages.
“Having nice, shiny new things is
fantastic, but if we don’t take the
time and effort to do maintenance on
these items … that concerns me,”
Nazarian added.
Councilman Lester Friedman
asked if allocating funds to the project could cause staff to ignore other
necessary improvements to the parking garages.
Epstein said that the city will be
delaying some painting and slab
work in the structures, though she
added “high priority” garages have

already received improvements, and
others could be deferred for about a
year.
Friedman said he still supports the
project, as long as public works
keeps the council informed about its
progress.
“I think it is appropriate to have
camera coverage in all of our parking structures. I appreciate the expedited process,” he said.
Councilman John Mirisch said
that the City Council approved the
staff’s plan, and it is now up to city
staff to carry it out.

Schiff secures $1.6 million for CHLA programs
U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff (DBurbank) announced that Children’s
Hospital Los Angeles has received
nearly $1.6 million in federal funds
for new equipment to improve and
expand its capabilities to diagnose
children with complex conditions
and genetic disorders. Schiff
requested funding for the hospital
through fiscal year 2022 federal
funding legislation.
“There is no greater investment
than the health of our children.
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
gives young people in my district
and beyond the opportunity to live
brighter, healthier futures, and that’s
why I leapt at the opportunity to support their work with federal funding,” Schiff said. “These new funds
will allow CHLA to provide even
more cutting-edge, personalized ser-
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CHLA will receive nearly $1.6 million for equipment to care for children
with complex conditions including autism and developmental disorders.

vices to children who need them
most, and to continue fostering
health and hope in Southern
California.”
The United States Department of
Health and Human Services has
allocated nearly $1.6 million to
CHLA to purchase Whole Genome
Sequencing equipment, which
enables advanced diagnosis and
personalized care for children with
conditions such as autism and
developmental disorders. The
equipment also allows for rapid
diagnosis of rare genetic disorders
in newborns. It improve diagnostic
capability, and enable CHLA to perform significantly improved genetic
testing for even more patients, hospital administrators said.

“On behalf of Children’s Hospital
Los Angeles, I am profoundly grateful to Congressman Schiff for delivering this much-needed genomic
sequencing technology to our
Department of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine,” said Paul S.
Viviano, president and CEO of
CHLA. “His unwavering commitment to CHLA and child health
made this crucial addition of leading-edge equipment possible, and it
will go a long way toward ensuring
that all children in Los Angeles and
beyond have access to the highly
personalized care they deserve,
powered by the amazing promise of
genomic medicine.”
For
information,
visit
schiff.house.gov.
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Attorney Mathew S. Rosengart, center, celebrated his award from
the Beverly Hills Bar Association with Soleil Moon Frye, left, Mara
Buxbaum, Casey Affleck and Caylee Cowan.

Beverly Hills Bar Association
honors local judge and lawyer
The Beverly Hills Bar
Association held its 10th annual
Litigation Awards dinner on
Sept. 20.
Casey Affleck and former
SCOTUS Justice David Souter,
who appeared by ideo, presented
Mathew S. Rosengart with the
Excellence in Advocacy Award.
Additionally, Judge David J.
Cowan was presented with
the Ronald M. George Award
for Judicial Excellence.
“The [BHBA] is pleased to
recognize Rosengart and Cowan
for their far-reaching impact in
our legal profession,” BHBA
President Anthony D. Ross said.
“They are dedicated advocates of
fairness and equal access to justice.”
Rosengart is a former federal
prosecutor and preeminent litigator with clients throughout entertainment and other industries. He
is a litigation shareholder at
Greenberg Traurig LLP with
wide ranging accolades from
publications including the Los
Angeles Business Journal, which
has recognized him as a “go to
litigator for Hollywood’s elite
and corporate America.”
Cowan was lauded for his out-

standing public service and dedication to advancing the legal profession. Cowan is the supervising
judge of the Civil Division of the
L.A. County Superior Court,
comprised of 150 bench officers.
He also runs the master calendar
in Department 1 for the assignment of trials to courtrooms
around the county.
Cowan also works with
numerous local bar associations
on issues of importance to the
bench and bar, and in ensuring
the court is responsive to
lawyers’ needs and concerns. In
particular, he has instituted
bench-bar working groups on
mitigating the effects of the pandemic on civil jury trials and in
management of employment
cases.
Cowan was also instrumental
in the expansion of courtrooms at
the Beverly Hills Courthouse –
which the BHBA helped found in
the 1950s – turning it into an
active civil hub serving the
Westside community and local
lawyers. In 2020, the Trusts &
Estates section of the BHBA
gave him their Timothy
Whitehouse Award. For information, visit bhba.org.
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Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across

1. IV units
4. Madrid cry
7. Says hoarsely
12. “___ como va”
13. Jacob’s first wife in Genesis
15. Like the season before Easter
16. TV monitor?
17. Swiss river
18. “Goodness me!”
19. Galapagos Islands and Tokyo, for
example
22. Utopia of Genesis
23. Big fish
24. “___ stop, wet day, she’s there I say...”
The Hollies
27. Bennett of the Ronettes
31. Let go
33. Unemployed
35. Keel over
36. Go first class
43. Army training group
44. Pie pans
45. Dry sherry
49. Jumps to conclusions
54. Baking spray
55. Prayer pronoun
57. As-is
58. He gives a lot of travel advice on the
net
62. Without
65. Monsoon phenomenon
66. Deeply blushing
67. Distill

68. Sight from Taormina
69. Resident: Suffix
70. Fruit that is golden in mythology
71. Murphy’s ___
72. Avg.
Down

1. Ice cream flavor
2. Plants with fern-like leaves
3. Mystical
4. Elgar’s “King ___”
5. Table extender
6. Tombstone lawman
7. Fix, as a pump
8. Clause joiners
9. ___ Anne de Beaupré
10. Royal insomnia cause
11. Elder
14. 1965 Beatles movie
15. Philosopher, John
20. Four quarters
21. Make public
24. Scott of “Happy Days”
25. “Back in the ___”
26. Rectangular paving stone
28. Disinform
29. Blood test letters
30. The N.Y. Manning
32. Santa’s help
34. Suffix with respond
36. Snare
37. Capital of Italia
38. Bohr's subject
39. Entertainment system component

40. Mole org.
41. Switch positions
42. Ed.’s in-box filler
46. Peter of “Lawrence of Arabia”
47. Mine tunnel
48. Original manufacturer’s equipment,
abbr.
50. CPO's group
51. Members of Polynesian New Zealand
52. Circus performer Kelly
53. Ranked in a tournament

56. Galway locale
58. McCoy adjective
59. Abbr. in many org. names
60. Lollobrigida of the screen
61. Chew like beavers
62. Organization for health issues
63. Certain theater, for short
64. Unexplained skill
answers on page 22
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